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ABSTRACT
The Rayleigh frequency non-selective fading channel is a typicd wireless communication channel model. When signais are transmitted over this kind of channel, the received
sipals experience a time-varying multiplicative gain plus the usual additive white Gaussian noise. The multiplicative gain can be modelied as a correlated Gaussian randorn vaciable.
For interleaved codcd signals msmitted over fading channels, a suboptimal yet practical two stage receiver has k e n proposed by Vitetta and Taylor in [51]. The fùst stage is a
channel demodulator to combat the fading distortion and the second stage is a decoder.

Later research by Gertsman and Lodge in [16] has shown that error performance can be
greatly enhanced when the entire detection scheme is carried out itetatively because channe1 equalization can benefit fiom the coding structure. Both demodulator and decoder
should be able to deüver soft-outputs for a better error correction capability. In this thesis,
two nceivers, which use Bahl et al's MAP algorithm [3] and Hagenauer and Hoeher's

sofi-output Viterbi algorithm (SOVA) [18,24], are implemented and their e m r perfonnances are compared.

in the slow fading channel, the SOVA receiver exhibits negiigible
degradation in contrast to the MAP receiver. However, when a fast changing environment
is considered the SOVA receiver is outperfonned significantly. Even if more iterations are
carried out on the SOVA receiver, the error performance is still no<as good as the MAP
receiver with one iteration. A new appmach to extract soft-outputs fiom the standard
Viterbi algorithm (VA) is also proposed and investigated. Simulation results have shown
that the proposed new SOVA behaves as good as the ordinary SOVA in terms of error performance.
Cornplexity analysis is also made on the MAP algorithm, ordinary SOVA and the new
proposed SOVA. It is found that the MAP algorithm is the most complicated method
because it takes a huge arnount of memory and a large nurnber of numerical operations.

The proposed SOVA is next in the number of numerical operations required but most economical in memory usage. The ordinary SOVA ranks Iast in computational complexity
and is intemediate in memory usage.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Nowadays, wireless technology is prevalent: from globe-sparuiing satellite systems to
the rapidly growing Intemet. As part of this trend the goal of personai communication
service (PCS),which involves developing instant communication between people anywhere, will be rapidly evolving. The ever-increasing demand of PCS has increased the
need for a faster, more efficient and reliable wireless communication system. To meet this
goai, research in areas such as wireless network protocol design, multiple access techniques and, 1 s t and probably most importantly, schemes to detect signais reliably over the
wireless channel, has k e n carried out.
Virtually d l f o m of wireless communications are becoming digital, which is constantly cited as a major reason why signals cm be detected more reliably. Digital transmission is found to be capable of significanilyreducing either the required transrnitter power
or the bandwidth of transmission, or both and yet achieve better performance than analog
transmission [50]. Aided by the mature solid-state electronic technology, digital cornmunication techniques have undoubtedly spurred wireless communication technology.
The focus of this thesis is to develop iterative receivers for reliable detection of signais
transmitted mthin digital wireless communication systems. This chapter briefly reviews
digital communication systems and existing coherent detection techniques in the wireless
environment.

1.1Digital Communications and Mobile Channeis
Digital Communication usually refers to the transmission of binary integers (zeros and

ones) but can be generaüzed to numbers of any base. However, all physical channels are
analog in nature which means wavefom instcad ofabstract numbers are transmitted nie
digital message data, whether coded or uncoded, have to modulate a carrier, typicaily the

amplitude, frequency or phase of a sinusoid, for transmission. These digital modulation
techniques are similar to analog modulation schemes except that digital modulation is
clone in a discrete time slot over a discrete alphabet.
The message signal, when propagated over the channel. is distorted by channel interference such as additive noise. System degradation due to interference is usually reflected
by bit/symbol enors in the digital communication system. The nature of the interference is
solely dependent on the charactenstics of the transmission media Wireless or so called
mobile channels are characterized by a multipath phenomenon which is due to reflection,
diffraction and scattering of the transmitted signal by the objects surrounding the nceiver.
As a result, the received signals experience effects of attenuation and possibly intersymbol

interference (ISI), plus the usual additive white noise, making reception of digital signals
in wireless channels very challenging. In order to achieve a better performance for the
communication systerns operating in wireless channels, equalization methods which combat the channel distortion is rnandatory.

1.2 Existing Coherent Detection Techniques
Narrowband signals propagated in wireless channels are usually claimed to experience
"fiequency non-selective fading". There is another class of fading phenomenon called
"frequency selective fading" which applies to the transmission of wideband signais. A
detailed discussion of these concepts is given in a later chapter. The mathematical representation for the received signal in the case of non-selective fading is
r(t)

= g(t)s(t)+n(t)

(1.1)

where fit) and s(t) are the received and transmitted signals, g(t) represents the channel distortion which may be viewed as a time-varying gain and n(t) is the additive white Gaus-

sian noise. It is generally accepted that coherent detection is better than non-coherent
detection. In order to detect the signal coherently, it is necessary to estimate the channel
distortion g(t). There are basically two categories of channel tracking techniques for
coherent detection of narrowbandsignal in wirrless channels [28].

Refemnce-baseddetection: A straightfoward method to estimate g(r) is by iPserting
periodically some known symbols (caiied pilot symbols) into the information bearing signais. By assuming perfect synchronization. the receiver can denve estimates of g(r) at

these time dots. These estimates cm be interpolated to find the channel gain associated

with the data symbols. A diagram showing the tirne-multiplexed data structure at a ûansrnitter is given in figure 1.1.

-1

M

*

one frame

D:data symbol
P:pilot symbol

Figure 1.1 :Transmission frame structure.
This channel estimation method is called pilot symbol assisted modulation (PSAM)
[34] and is found to be quite effective in coherendy detecting the data tmsrnitted in the

Frequency non-selective wueless channel. It has been shown to provide quite robust performance over a wide range of mobile channel models and digital modulation schemes

with acceptable increase in overall system complexity [2. 10,34.40]. h i n e and M c h e
[26]further improved this scheme with a version called symbol-aided plus decision

directed (SADD) algorithm in which the channel gain is estimated with the help of both
pilot and data symbols. The SADD scheme was found to have significant improvement
over PSAM.
There exists a constraint to this reference-based detection method The pilot insertion
rate (PIR), which is interpreted as the number of data symbols between two pilot symbols,

has to satism the Nyquist sarnpling theorem [8]. This means that

wherefd is the maximum Doppler frequency which can be determined beforehand, T,is
the symbol duration and M is the length of a h

e as illustrated in figure 1.1. Such a con-

straint imposes a severe limitation in relatively fast time-varying channels having a large

fd because a large portion of transmission power has to be allocated for pilot symbols. This
results in a reduction of transmission efficiency which discourages system designers from

using this method in a fast changing environment.
Memory-based detection: The memory-based detection method considers the channe1 estimation and signal detection jointly or as a single pmblem. Wueless channels,
regardless whether frequency selective or non-selective, cm be modelled by a trellis sûucRire. Once such a stnicture is defined, existing tools designed for "solving"

a treliis can be

used to obtain an estimate for the transmitted symbols under some given criteria Two well
known critena namely "maximum a posteriori sequence estimation" (MAP-SE)[14] and

"maximum a posteriori probability symbol-by-symbol detection" (MAP-SS) [3] are studied in this thesis. Both are optimum but in a different sense. The former rninimizes the
probability of sequence error whereas the latter minimizes the symbol e m r rate. In [22]

Hartmann and Rudolph studied the two criteria through the decoding of convolutional
codes in an additive white noise (AWGN) channel and found that the two npproaches provide practically the same performance measured by either bit enw rate or word error rate.
With respect to this example, the two criteria are equivalent.

MAP-SEis equivalent to another sequence estimation criterion "maximum likelihood
secluence estimation" (MLSE) when each transmitted sequence is equiprobable. Generally
speakuig, the traditional algorithm designed for MLSE works for MAP-SE as well[14].
For a digital transmission and reception system, let $ be a vector which represents the

:

msmitted symbols. Also assume that a set of sufficient statistics have been derived

h m the obsenied nceived signal. Consider MAP-SEfirst. It can be written mathernaticauy as

i,,

=

Max

,

s (il

~r {l (il);1

ter l

when S ( i ) is the transrnitted sequence for the i-th hypothesis and

&,is the estimated

tmnsmitted sequence. Equation (1.3) can be rewritten as

MAP-SE:

-

Sest
B
-

Max ~r {!lS ( i )) Pr {! ( i )}
)

s (0

Max

-3

O

s( 0

pr{b}
~r{Fli(i)}~r&i)}.

'The second equality cornes from the fact that Pr { b ) does not depend on i. Pr {$ ( i ) ) is

referred to as the a prion probability of the i-th hypothesis. When the a priori probability

(AP)is not a function of the hypothesis. i.e., every hypothesis is equally likely, (1.4)
reduces to the definition of the MLSE criterion:
Max
se,,=,
~r{bll(i)}.
s (0
The Viterbi algorithm (VA) is an attractive rnethod for finding the most likely path in a

MLSE:

trellis under the cnterion of MAP-SEor MLSE [14] because its complexity is proportional
to the number of States in the trellis at any time instant instead of the length of the transmitted sequence. It is also regarded as a hard-output algorithm because it delivers an estimate of the transrnitted sequence rather than values reflecting probabilities. Initially it was
designed to decode convolutional code in memoryless noise [49]. Its application was later
extended to ISI channel equalization [13] and decoding any error comtion code having a
trellis structure such as linear block code [56]. In order to apply the sarne algonihm to
detect signals in mobile channels, some modifications have to be made. Basically a

scheme to combat the channel disturbance has to be implemented. This cm be achieved
by a bank of linear prediction filters [38,51,52]. The prediction order can be assumed to

be finite for practical purposes and this modified VA has been show to provide prornising
results for different signal constellations and channel models [33,51,52,58].
MAP-SS is another optimal detection strategy which aims at mullmizing the probabil-

ity of symboübit error. The concept behind it is to observe the entire received sequence
and then make a decision individually for each transmitted symbol. Mathematicaily,

>

where a is a member of the set of al1 possible symbols Q, and ikis the estimated k-th
transmitted syrnbol. There are two types of so cailed "MAP algonthm" for this pupose.

Type4 MAP algorithm was proposed by Bah1 et al [3] involving both forward and backward recursions within a trellis whereas only fonvard recursion is required by the type-n
MAP algonthm [l]. The type4 method is more popular and has been used extensively in
applications which range from decoding to wireless channel equalization [7, 161. The
MAP aigorithm described in this thesis refers to the type4 method. Nevenheless, the algo-

rithm, regardless of which type, is computationally complicated compared to VA. A simplified version is given in [39] which is always referred to as the "Max-log MAP
algorithm and can bring the complexity down to the order of VA with satisfactory performance at a high signal-tenoise ratio (SNR).

1.3 Iterative Processing
The use of iteration dates back to the development of the "turbo-code" [7]. It has been
shown that such code can achieve a performance as close as 0.2 dB to Shannon's l h i t in

an AWGN channel. Part of its success is due to the idea of iterative processing which
aliows the decoder in the first stage to use information obtained from the later stage. The
same idea was borrowed by Gertsman and Lodge in their design of a wireless receiver
1161. For a practical receiver operating in a wireless channel. the receiver is separated into
two stages [5 11. The first stage is the channel demodulator which a h s at combating the
channel distortion and the second stage is a decoder which reaieves the information
sequence. As will be mentioned in chapter 3, demodulation in the h s t stage ha9 two
inputs: the received sarnples which rdect the msmitted symbols and a priori information of the transmitted symbols. By applying an iterative detection smtegy, the decoder
can supply the "a priori" information back to the demodulator and hence the channel
equalization can receive benefit from the coding structure. Intuitively, when more and

more iterations are carried out, the feedback "a prion'" information becornes more and
more reliable. This improves the quality of the chanwl equalization and in tum enhances

the overaîi system perfonnance. However, as more and more iterations are canied out, the

gain between iterations becomes marginal.
The information circulated between the demodulatot and decodet is "soft". The terrn

"soft"refers to values which dinctly or indirectly reflect probabilities. In [16] Babl et al's

MAP algorithm, which is optimum for the generation of soft information, was used. As
mentioned. this algorithm is quite complicated. It can be replaced by the soft-output
Vitehi algorithm (SOVA) [17,18,24] which is a modified version of the standard VA to
suboptimally deliver soft information. It is of interest and important to compare the performance of different iterative wireless receivea when diflerent detection algorithms are
used.

1.4 Objectives
Even though iterative processing in a wireless channel can be done by using either the

MAP algorithm or SOVA, there is no indication on how good one is compared to the
other. This thesis investigates their relative performance. The author will make cornpari-

son between the two receivers based on error performance, computational complexity and
the required memory. Knowing the differences in these categories wili be beneficial to
f ù t m receiver design for fading channels because the designer would have an idea of the
mde-off between e m r performance and complexity.
The second goal of this thesis is related to the SOVA. In gencral, there are two versions of this detection method namely trace back mode and register exchange mode [20].
ûciginally both were designed to operate with a binary trellis. Hoeher later modified the
register exchange mode so that it can function in a M-ary treilis as well[24]. Another
objective of this thesis is to modify the trace back mode so it can aiso function in a M-ary
trellis.

After this intmductory chapter, the next chapter is devoted to a thorough discussion of
the characteristicsof wireless channels and the digital communication systems which

operate in this environment It serves as the backbone for the entire thesis and gives the

necessuy detaii to understand this thesis. The third chapter provides extensive coverage

on die MAI? algorithm and the modificationrequired to adapt it to a mobile receiver.
Chapter four examines SOVA. It first provides idormation on how to apply the existing
algoiithms to the design problem. Next it studies an alternative approach to obtain softoutputs from the VA and its application to the same problem. With receivers developed
from these three methods, a cornparison is made at the end of this chapter. The last chap
ter, chapter five, sums up the entire thesis and gives recomrnendations for future studies.

In order to design receivers that perfom effectively in wireless or mobile chanmls,
system designers must understand the nature of the receiver's operating environment. nie
wireless communication channel, which is also known as a multipath fading channei. is
characterized by the time-varying nature of the transmitting medium. In gened, the physicai medium of transmission changes continuously and these changes occur randomly.
Thus, it is reasonable to view the time-varying channel as a randorn process. The characterization of this random process is discussed in the first section of this chapter.
Next a discussion of digital communication systems operating in a wueless environment follows. information on iransminer and receiver models are given. In brief, this
chapter serves as a background for the entire thesis.

2.1 Muitipath Phenornena
A multipath fading channel is simply one where electrornagnetic energy amves via

diEerent paths. usually as a result of reflections or inhomogeneities in the physical
medium that produce ray-splitting or scattering effects (451. The scenario can be depicted
as in figure 2.1 where the transmitted signal is reflected or scattered by objects such as

buildings or mes. Hence the electromagnetic waves arriving ai the mobile receiver are not
only attenuated, but may also be shifted in frequency and have different delays. To make
matters worse. ciifferences in anivd times may even cause ISI which fuaher degrades the
receiver performance. To examine the behaviour of the channel, let s (t) be the bandpass
transmitted signal written as
s(t)

= Re { u ( t )i2"*)

Transrnitter

Figure 2.1 Wireless mobile communication environment.
where u ( t ) is the complex baseband transmitted signal and& is the carrier kquency.
Consider a situation where the mobile unit (the car in the picture) receives N waves. The
n-th wave, which cornes at an incidence angle 8, ( t ) with respect to the direction of

travel, experiences a Doppler shif't and is shown in figure 2.2. The Doppler shift of this
wave is

where c is the speed of iight and v is the instantaneous velocity of the mobile receiver.

J

n-th incoming wave

obil le unit

v

Figure 2.2 A typical wave component incident on a mobile receiver.

In addition to the Doppler shift, the multipath fading phenornenon inaoduces attenuation and delay to each wave. The mobiie receiver picks up many waves from different

directions and thus, by using superposition, the received signal can be expressed as:

where a, ( t ) and r, ( t ) are the attenuation factor and propagation delay of the received

signal on the n-th path. The equivaient baseband received signal can be represented by

As r(t) is the channel output when the input is u(t), the channel impulse response (CR)is

where c ( t ; ~ )is the response of the channel at time t due to an impulse applied at time t-t.

In general, the attenuation factor, delay and Doppler shift are tirne variant and unpredictabie so that the CIR is reasonably modelled as a random process [37]. When N is large.
c ( t ; ~ can
)
be modelled as a complex Gaussim random process by applying the central

lirnit theorem. The fiat order statistics of the C R is characterized by its amplitude and

phase distributions which depend on the transmission medium [53]. In urban areas the
direct line of sight between the mobile unit and transmîtter is completely obsmicted. In
this case the electromagnetic energy propagation is largely due to scattering and the

mobile unit picks up reflected waves h m ali directions. The envelope of the received sig-

nd usualiy exhibits a Rayleigh distribution and the phase is distributed uniformiy over
[0,21c)[45]. A wireless fading channel is typicdy narned after its envelope distribution
and thus the one described above is tenned a Rayleigh fading channel. There exists other
kinds of fading channel such as Rician and lognormal. The former applies to the chanml
having a direct Line-of-sight to the mobile receiver wheieas the latter nfers to those having
a shadowing effect The Rayleigh fading channel is the mode1 considered in this thesis.

For the Rayleigh fading channel. c ( t ; ~ )is a zero-mean complex Gaussian pmcess.
Assume that it is wide-sense-stationary (WSS). nien its autocorrelation function is

where

(a

)

* denotes the complex conjugate and IE {

) is the expectation operator. S u p

pose the attenuation factor and phase shift associated with any two paths with delays r,
and r2are uncorrelated. The randorn process becomes a wide-sense-stationary uncorrelated scattering (WSSUS) process and (2.6) can be modified to

= $,

With At = 0. the function 0, ( 7 ,;O)

(Tl

$ t ) 6 ( 7 , - 7*)

(2.7)

= Oc ( 7 ) ,which is called "multipath intensity pro-

file" or "delay power spectmm", is obtained. It gives the average power of the impulse
response as a function of 7. Figure 2.3(a) shows a typical shape of this function [37]. The
range of values for 7 for which Oc (r) is essentially non-zero is called the "multipath
spread" and is denoted by Tm.When the information symbol interval T,,is much larger
than Tm,the channel is characterized as "fiequency non-selective". Otherwise, it falls into

the category of "frequency selective" channel.

The sarne argument can be made in the frequency domain. Let 0, (A)

be the Fourier

transform of 9, ( r ) ,then a, (Afi provides a masure of the frequency coherence of the

Fourier Transform
Pair

Figure 2.3 (a) Multipath intensity profile and (b) magnitude
of the Fourier transfom of multipath intensity profile.
channel. The range of values off for which O, (An does not change significantly is
calied the "coherence bandwidth". When the transmitted signal has a bandwidth smaller
than this coherence bandwidth, the signal is classified as "narrowband" and the channel

behaves as a fiequency non-selective channel. Otherwise, the signal is viewed as ''wideband" and the channel is fiequency selective. Figure 2.3(b) shows an example of this func-

tion.

The time variation of the channel is evidenced by the Doppler effect. It can be studied
by looking at the twodimensional Fourier transforrn of $, (r;At) ,viz
-j21tAY

-j2%bt

S , ( A ~ =a~ m ed ~ tO j ~ + ~ ( s ; ~ r )dcr .

By seaing Af = O , the function Sc (k;O)i Sc ( A ),which is called the "Doppler power
specmim" of the channel, is obtained. Figure 2.4 iliustrates how Sc (1)may look. It
shows the average power output as a function of Doppler frequency k. The range of values
over which Sc (A) is essentialiy non-zero is called the "Doppler spread". The latter is
denoted by Bd. The recipmd of Bd is a measure of the 'koherence time"
1
(At), = Bd

which is an indication of how fast the channel changes. In general, if the coherence thne is
much larger than the transrnitted symbol duation, the symbol will experience a slow

Figure 2.4 Doppler power spectnim.

change in channel parameters over time and the channel is slow fading. Othenvise, the
channel is a fast fading channel.
As a short summary, a fading channel can be classified with the help of the multipath
spread (Tm)and coherence tirne (At), ,into
Frequency non-selective (T,ç<q); slow fading ( (At)

»c)

Frequency non-selective (Tm«&); fast fading ( (At) «T,)
Frequency selective (T,,pT,); slow fading ( (Ar), »T,)
Frequency selective (Tm>>&);fast fading ( (At), «T,)

In this thesis, the slow frequency non-selective fading channel in considered. A frequency
non-selective fading channel can be ISI fne with a propcrly chosen signalling scheme.

The same does not apply to Frequency selective fading because the msmined signal
experiences cut off in this kind of channel. Next, the fiequency non-selective channel will
be explored to provide a mathematical representation for the received signal transmitted in

this environment.

2.2 Matbernatical Models
The definition of the C R lads one to treat the channel as a tirne-varying filter with a
baseband impulse response c ( t ; ~.)The received baseband signal, r(t), can be written as a
convolution of the input signal s(t) and c (t;?)

where n(t)is usual additive cornplex white Gaussian noise. For the frequency non-selec) g ( t )6 ( T ) [12]: i.e.
tive fading channel, (2.10) can be simplified by replacing c ( t ; ~with

r ( t ) = g ( t ) s ( t )+ n ( t ) .

(2.1 1)

The channel thus distorts the transmitted signal with a the-varying multiplicative gain.
As stated previously, c ( t ; r ),which is now reflected by g(t), is a zero-mean Gaussian random process in a Rayleigh fading channel. The description of the random process wiil be

completed once its variance is obtained.
Assume the mobile vehicle receives a uniform power over the range of angles [0,2n)
and each incoming wave is independent of the others. This is cornrnonly referred to as an
isotropie scattering mode1 [27,53]. If a sinusoidal signal is transmitted over this specific

medium, the received baseband signal, r(t), will have a power spectrum of (neglecting
white noise)
a

I

O

otherwise

for both the in-phase and quadrature components [46]. This specmim is cornrnonly called
the "lakes' spectrum" [25]. In this equation, 01is a known constant and fd is the maxi-

mum Doppler frequency whose value c m be calculated by using

This relationship is the same as (2.2) with 8,
ted in figure 2.5 withfd and a,'

(1)

set to zero. The Jakes' spectrum is plot-

both set to one. The autocorrelation function follows by

taking the inverse Fourier transfomi of (2.12) which results in

where JO ( ) is the zerwrder Bessel hinction of the first b d . Both the in-phase and

Figure 2.5 Power spectnun of the received baseband
signal for an isotropic scattering channel.
quadrature components of r(t) have their autocorrelation functions equal to (2.14) and they

are also independent of one another because of the isotropic scattering mode1 [46]. The
autocorrelation function of r(t) is

=

E{p(t)r(t+~))

=

O~J()(~Z~~ITI)

(2.15)

This is also the autocorrelation of g(t) which appears in (2.11). Knowing the autocorre1ation function is very important because the fading channel disturbance has to be generated
when doing a simulation of a wireless system. With this knowledge the fading process cm
be obtained by passing white noise through a linear filter having a transfer function

derived h m this statistical information. This completes the description of the fading
process.

2.3 Digital Communication Systems over Fading Charnels
Digital communication systems nowadays are becoming more and more cornplex.
Nevertheless, the systerns can still be generaily separated into three major components:
namely a transmitter, receiver front-end processor and receiver. In the AWGN cbannel, the
second component is always included as part of the receiver but in mobile channel usage,
they are intentionally separated. This section describes the structure of each block and the

mode1 of every unit used in this thesis wili also be addressed.

In a digital communication system there exists a source which emits information in
binary form with some known o priori probabiüties. These bit sequences may represent
the quantized output of an analog-to-digital (ND)converter or some data outputs h m a

personal cornputer. Channel coding is usually credited for the superionty of digital transmission over analog transmission. It is basically a mapping that accepts information bits
and adds redundancy for e m correction. The addition of redundancy in the coded message Mplies that an increase in the transmission bandwidth is required so that the overall

system becomes more complicated.
Regardless of whether the system is coded or uncoded, the bit Stream has to be
mapped onto a selected signal constellation for transmission. Among the rnany existing

M-ary signalling schemes. quadrature-phase-shift-keying (QPSK)as shown in figure 2.6
with Gray coding is chosen in this thesis. It has the property of king constant amplitude
which, ris will be seen in chapter 3, helps in simplifying the metric calculation in the
receiver. The QPSK symbols are then fed into a shaping filter with an impulse response
At). For nmwband

signais,flt) can be chosen to satisS the Nyquist criterion to achieve

no ISI [37].Without loss of generality, assume

jmr ( t ) 12dt = 1 .The resulting baseband
-QO

signal is

where ak is a M-ary alphabet, T,is the symbol interval and N syrnbols in total are assumed
to be tmsrnitted. This baseband signal is ümsmitted over the channel.
A coded system is highly recommended in mobile communications. With fading chan-

nels the coding gain is generally higher than the gain in an AWGN channel[19]. Coded
systems in a slowly the-varying channel always employ interleaving, which is a mapping
to scrambie the bits/symbols. In this type of charnel, the emr events occur in long bursts,

as ülustrated in figure 2.7, rather than randomly. W
1
t
h a large enough interleaver size, the

-

Figure 2.6 QPSK signal constellation.
State

Correct state sequence

Figure 2.7 A typical e m r pattern in a trellis.
inverse operation of intedeawig, called deinterleaving, can randomize these e m r events.
Hence even a coding scheme with a short memory can achieve a satisfactory performance.
Figure 2.8 demonstrates an n x m block interleaver structure [37]which is the interleaving
scheme used in this thesis. This particular intedeaving xheme is chosen because it is sim-

ple and easy to implement in simulation.
Both coded and uncoded systerns are considered in this thesis. The coding scheme

employed is a rate In convoiutionai code with consmint length five and generator ply-

Interleaved
coded bits

m
l-

Coded bits

. . . . o .

d

o . . . . .

Figure 2.8 An n x m block interleaver.
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Figure 2.9 Coded and wicoded transrnittet model.

where D can be interpreted as a delay openuor in the encoder [29]. Thus, for every idormation bit that enters the encoder, two coded bits corne out. If bit interleaving is use&

each one of these two bits wül join with some other bit to fonn a QPSK symbol. If symbol
interleaving is used, they group together to fom a syrnbol. ConventionaiIy, bit intecleavh g spreads the effecf of an emneous symbol while symbol interleaving concentrates the
enor into a node in demodulation [15]. The system in this thesis chooses bit interleaving.
After rnapping the coded bits ont0 the QPSK alphabet, the symbols are fed into the
shaping filter as discussed. The resultant signal is given in (2.16). For the uncoded system.
ak is formed by information bits and, for a coded system, it is built from coded bits. A

block diagnm showing the transrnitter mode1 is provided in figure 2.9. Actually this is just

a preliminary picture of the trammitter. A few more features will be added but they are
postponed until the next chapter.

2.3.2 Front-End k e s s o r
For a digital communication system a front-end processor is always placed as the fkst
stage of the receiver in order to obtain a set of sufficient statistics [58]. One example of
such a processor is shown in figure 2.10. I f f l t ) and c ( t ; r ) are both bandlimited, then the
fading channel output is ais0 bandlimited [12]. Accordingly, the received signal can be
low-pass filtered without king distorted. Sufficient statistics can be obtained next from
the filtered output using by Nyquist sarnpling.
Another procedure, cailed the matched-filtering method, is assumed in this thesis. Its
block diagram is given in figure 2.1 1. For the frequency non-selective channel, by combining (2.11) and (2.16) the received signal is expressed as

When the channel changes slowly, the fading process g(t) can be approximated by a cornplex constant gk dunng a symbol interval [(k-1)q, kq]. However, it may change between
successive intervals [9].The received signal can then be rrpresented as

Figure 2.10 Low-pas filtering front-end processor.

Matched filter

Figure 2.11 Matched-filtering front-end processor.

Figure 2.12 Discrete model for fiequency non-selective fading channeL
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Figure 2.13 Two stage receiver model.
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This signal is passed through a matched filter with an impulse response P (-2) .IfAt) is
chosen to sabis@the Nyquist criterion for zero ISI (which is the case here), the output can

be sarnpled at every symbol interval to produce a set of sufficient statistics of the received
continuous signal with the k-th sample written as
'k

= gp, + nk

(2.20)

where ( n k ) is a set of complex white Gaussian noise samples. An equivalent discrete
channel mode1 which is implied by (2.20) is drawn in figure 2.12.

2.3.3 Demodulator and Decoder
The channel demodulator/equalizer is an integral part of the wireless receiver as it
hinctions to combat the distortion on the received signal imposed by the fading process
whose statistical characteristics are assumed to be known. Arnong the coherent detection
strategies mentioned in chapter 1, the mernory-based detection method is chosen in this
thesis. The fading process is modelled as a channel with memory due to its strong cornlation over time and therefore can be represented by a trellis. In order to perform coherent
detection, the fading distortion has to be estimated. By using per-survivor processing
(PSP) [38], the chmel estimate can be evaluated on the basis of symbols belonging to the
survivor path within the trellis.

these channel estimates, conventional methods such

as the symbol-by-symbol MAP algorithm and the VA can be employed in the channel
demodulator. More details about demodulation are given in the next two chapters.
For a coded interleaved hansmission system, the two stage receiver structure shown in

figure 2.13 was proposed in [28,5 11. The first stage channel demodulator tries to compensate for the fading distortion without considenng any coding structure. The output of this
stage can be either "hard" or "soft". Hard-output means that the demodulator makes a pre-

liminary decision on the transmitted symbol. Soft-output refers to values which reflect the
a posterlori probabilities (APPs) of these symbols. M e r the deinterleaver, the second

stage channel decoder utilires the deinterîeaved soft or hard output plus the knowledge of

coding structure to make an estimation of the transmitted information sequence. It is weiî
kaown that if the first stage delivers soft-output, the decoding process can achieve a larger
codiag gain [3,18,23,24]. The fwus of the fdowing chapiers in this thesis is on soft-

output channel equalization techniques.

2.4 Fading Simdator
The performance of the receivers to be discussed are determined by cornputer simulations. Carrying out simulations of digital signalhg over wireless channels requires generating the fading process g(t) or equivalently its sarnples {gk].The in-phase and quadrature
components of a complex gk have the Doppler spectrum given in (2.12). In order to generate samples having the autocorrelation function (2.14)- a filter with the following impulse
response is required:

and

lim h ( t ) =

t j O

"

1
r(+)

,

where T ( ) is the Gamma function, J ( ) is the 1/4th order Bessel function of the

-

4

first kind and it is assumed that a,'

in (2.12) equals one. To generate discrete samples gb

a finite impulse response (FR)filter can be employed to approximate (2.21) with Nyquist
sampling. In this thesis a 1001-tap filter is used. By passing white Gaussian noise sarnples
with unit variance through two such FIR filters, the complex fading process sarnples can

be obtained. The block diagram of the fading simulator is depicted in figure 2.14.
There are methods to simpliQ the FIR structure so that a filter with fewer taps can be
used [55]. However, they are beyond the scope of this thesis.

White noise samples

'

r n filter
0

#

independent

Fading Pmcess

kkl

\

\

.a

White noise samples

FIR
fiîter
Figure 2.14 Fading process generator.

2.5 Summary
In this chapter, background information on fading channels has been given. The fading
channel examined in this thesis is a Rayleigh fading channel which can be modelled as a
zero-mean complex Gaussian random process with the autocorrelation function (2.15).
Samples of ihis fading process can be generated by passing white noise with unit variance
through two identical FIR filters with their impulse responses derived fiom the Doppler
spectrum. Also presented in this chapter are the transrnitter and receiver models. A convolutional code with the generator polynornial(2.17), plus bit interleaving, is the coded
~ s m i t t emode].
r
Regardless of whether a coded or uncoded system is considered, the bit
data Stream is mapped to QPSK symbols for transmission. At the receiver, the compted

continuous received signal is first passed through a matched-filter to obtain a set of sufficient statistics. When the uncoded data sequence is msmitted, the receiver has one single
stage only, called the channel demodulator, to compensate the fading distortion. The
demodulator models the channel as a trellis so that the symbol-by-symbol MAP algorithm
and the VA cm be used. For the coded system the receiver becomes two stages which are
the channel demodulator followed by the convolutional decoder. The succeeding chapters

are devoted to soft-output channel demodulation and decoding techniques such as the

MAP aigorithm and SOVA. As will be seen in these chapters, the channel modelling and
front-end processing are important because without them, it is almost impossible to apply
these tools to the detection problem.

Symbol-bylSymbol MAP Pmcessing
SymboCby-symbol detection for the fading channel was first discussed in [43].

Though the symbol-by-symbol MAP algorithm was originated by Bahl et al in 1974 [3], it
did not draw much attention until the development of the turbcode [7]. Gertsman and
Lodge applied the same algorithm to iteratively detect continuous phase modulation

(CPM) and QPSK signals in the frequency non-selective fading channel[16]. This chapter
also considers the problem of detecting QPSK signais transmitted over the Frequency nonselective channel. Receivers for both coded and uncoded systems are considered and the
concepts of iterative processing are also explored. The simulation results in this chapter
serve as a benchmark when it cornes to cornparison with the SOVA receiver in chapter
four,

3.1 Symbol-by-Symbol MAP Demodulation
Communication systems in a wireless environment require channel equalization at the
nceiver for reliable information exchange. This section describes a MAP equalizer and its
algorithmic implementation for channel demodulation. As will be seen, this is not straightfotward and additional features have to be added to the transrnitter mode1 so that the
demodulator can work properly.

3.1.1 MAP Demodulation
The received signal transmitted through a frequency non-selective fading channel can
be expressed in discrete form as
"&

= &ak+"&

(3.1)

where gk represents the fading process and is a complex zero-meanGaussian random var-

S
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iable with known autocorrelation function, ok is the transmitied QPSK symbol with unit
energy and nk is a sarnple of the additive complex white Gaussian noise process with variance No.Assume N symbols are sent and define the following:
h

:index of the hypothesis.

ft

:N-vector of received samples, {q,r2, ...,rN).

i

A ( h ) :N-vector of transrnitted symbols for the h-th hypothesis, (al(h),az(h),...,

Â

:N-vector of the estimated transmitted symbols, {ô,, ii2,

...,ON)

Consider the a posteriori probability (APP) of the h-th hypothesized symbol sequence

Assume that the QPSK symbols are independent of eûch other. The second term in the
numerator of (3.2) becomes

For the first term in the numerator, consider a linear transfomation

P(h) =

~ T [ (Àh ) ]

where T [ À (h)] is a diagonal matrix with the i-th element king a: ( h ) .It has k e n
shown in 1301 that, for a constant amplitude signalling scheme with unit energy, the following equality of probability density fûnctions

is valid and that the covariance of the density function on the right hand side does not rely

on which hypothesized sequence is transmitted. By successive application of Bayes' d e
the density function becomes

where yk = rkak*( h ) .It is given in [30,51] that

where bi is the j-th coefficient of the i-th order minimum mean square error linear prediccor for yk(h) given previous observations with be = -1 ,Vi is the normalized squiued prediction error for the i-th order linear prediction and

Equation (3.7) describes a system whose conditional probability depends on the entire his-

tory of the aansmitted data. In practice, it is reasonable to assume chat the "memory" of
the system is finite. As a result, the folding condition as described in per-survivor process-

ing (PSP)holds [i 1] and

where L is the memory length of the system. This means that the present observation
depends only on L previous observations. Under this condition. (3.7) cm be rewritten as

Sy&$
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This last equation suggests a finite statc machine mode1 with L symbols defining one state.

The ''partial branch weight" for transition between States m' = (ak- L,ak- l,...,ak- L)
and m = ( U ~ , O ~ - ~ , . . . , attime
~ ~ - ~kisgivenby
+~)

Notice now that the weight does not depend on the hypothesis since al1 hypothesized
sequences passing through this branch have to include this partial weight. Combining

(3.2). (3.3), (3.5). (3.6) and (3.1 1) gives

n wk

(ml, m ) Pr {a, = a, ( h ) }

P ~ { Â= À ( h ) $ ) =

'='

n&

(m',
m)

- k=l

(3.12)

where y&(m', m ) = Wk(m'n) Pr {ôk = ut ( h ) } and âk = ut ( h ) is the syrnbol associated with the state transition m' to m at t h e k. When looking at the trellis structure, each
hypothesized data sequence can be equivalently viewed as a state sequence and each symbol in the data sequence is marked by a state transition. As there is more than one hypoth-

esized sequence having the branch (m',m) at time k, yk (m',
m ) is, therefore, not a

function of the hypothesis. Pr {âk= ak(h) ) is known as the a priori probability (AP)of
the syrnbol 2, and yk (m', m ) can be interpnted as the "ovedl branch weight" cornsponding to the specific state transition at the given time index.

The state transition probability can be written as

wbere Ck(m',m) is the subset of the set of al1 hypotheses that transverse the trellis and
has a branch between States sk- = m' and sk = m .Equation (3.13) can be studied as a

problem of [161

Surn of products of weights of ail paths
which pass h o u @ the specific branch
Sum of producu of weights of al1
paths passing through the entire trellis

(3.14)

The MAP algorithm is an efficient computationai method for this problem. As shown in
appendix A, a fonvard recursion is needed Le.

(m)=

Cak, (m')Yk(m',m)
m'

(3.15)

where ak(m) is the sum of products of the weights dong al1 paths which terminate in state
m at time k and %(m) is a known initial condition for dl possible val les of m. The back-

ward recursion is
(3.16)

where flk(m) is the sum of products of the weights of al1 paths going to the end of trellis
s t d n g fkom state m at time k. pdm) is the laiown initial condition for al1 m.
Define ak(m',m) as the sum of products of the weights of all paths having a branch

,

joining state sr- = m' and state sk = m. It can be expressed as
'

=

1 (m')
yk (m',m)

PL Cm)

(3.17)

A simple trellis diagram is given in figure 3.1 to provide a better understanding of these

variables.

%(O) :Sum of products of weights
entering state s2 = 0 considering
d i p t b s from the begi~ingof
State

Ihe

1

\

2

f

a(2):Sum of products of weights
entering state s3 = 2 considering
dl pths shng fiom s3 = 2 to
the end of the mllis.

%(0,3) : Sum of products of weights of ail paths
having a bmch joining $2 = O and q = 3.
1
2
3
4
5

6

Figure 3.1 (a) A trellis diagram with three States, (b) paths needed to be considend
when Iooking for a, (c) paths needed to be considered when looking for

B and (d) an example showing the part of trellis that is associated with o.

The demodulator output is the APPs of the symbols which, for the k-th ainsmitted
symbol, is

where D is the set of state transitions at t h e k correspondhg to transmission of alphabet
q, O O q S 3 for QPSK symbol. The denominator is the sum of weights of al1 paths within

the bellis.
With the above discussion, it is found that the MAP algorithm can be employed in
conjunction with the linear predictor to demodulate signals trammitted over fading channels. The MAP algorithm implemented demodulator has a structure illustrated in figure

-Prediction filter 1
L

1

1

Prediction filter 2

1 Prediction filter M~ 1
M :Number of signal
consteiiation
L :Prediction order

Figure 3.2 MAP algorithm based demodulator.
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The prediction order or memory length L, which appears in (3.9) is an important
panuneter to be detennined. The trellis of the demodulator has M~ states where M is the
number of possible transmitted symbols. If L is large, the trellis becornes complicated by
having an enormous number of states such that more numerical calculations are required.

A srnall L implies an inaccurate prediction. The accuracy of prediction is commonly
measured by the minimum mean square prediction error (MMSPE).Figure 3.3 shows the
nlationship between MMSPE and SNR under two different fading rates. The fading rate

is defined as the product of the maximum Doppler fkequency and the symbol interval. It is
also a measure of how fast the channel changes. A large value of this parameter implies a
relatively fast changing environment faced by the communication system. From figure
3.3(a), it is observed that, at a fading rate of 0.01, increasing the prediction order above
three gives only marginal improvement in the prediction error over the given range of

SNR.When the fading rate increases to 0.05, figure 3.3(b) reveals that increasing the prediction order beyond two does not provide a significant reduction in the prediction enon
Hence, for a relative1y fast time-varying channel, a linear predictor with smaller order can
be employed. In this thesis. for simulation convenience, the prediction order is set to be

three for al1 fading rates.
A 3rd-order predictor implies a 43=64 state treliis for QPSK signalling and each state
has three symbols. It is desirable to send three known symbols at the beginning so as to

start up the channel estimation. Also the same procedure is used at the end of a data block
to ensure the trellis terminates at a known state. These symbols are caiied "framing syrnbols". With the "0" symbol being chosen as this known alphabet, the initial conditions for
the recursions are

~ ( 0 ) = and
1 ag(rn)=O for 1 5 m < 64,
pN<O)=land &&n)=û for 1 S m < 64.
Equation (3.10) reveals that the branch weight depends on the magnitude of the predictor
output The problem of phase ambiguity arises when constant envelope signals, such as

PSK,are aansmitted. The mot of the problem is the lack of phase reference in the demodulator. Two different paths, labelled A and B. may have the same path weight if path B can
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Figure 3.3 Minimum mean square e m of the linear prediction of
different order witb (a) fading rate = 0.01 and (b) fading rate = 0.05.

be obtained by rotating each symbol of A by one of the phase symmetries of the M-ary

PSK constellation [52,58]. This problem can be solved by penodicdy inserting pilot
symbols into the data sequence which enables the demodulator to obtain a phase reference.
The pilot symbols have to be randomized to avoid transmission of a tone. Unlike the
PSAM and SADD schemes discussed in chapter 1, the purpose of pilot symbols is not to
estirnate the charme1gain, gb for the data sequence and hence the restriction on PIR is not

as tight as mentioned before. Similar to the reference-based detection method. a higher
PIR ofien provides a better error performance at the expense of bandwidth efficiency. As a
compromise between these two aspects, a PIR of 1 in 9 (1:8) has k e n chosen for al1 simulations.

The introduction of framing and pilot symbols invokes the need to modiQ the transmitter structure provided in figure 2.8. The modified mode1 is shown in figure 3.4 in which

a multiplexer is included to insert these two types of symbols into the data strearn. The
resultant data block will have a structure as depicted in figure 3.5.
As a fi n d note in the discussion of the MAP demodulation, attention must be paid to
reduce the risk of numerical enor due to underfiow when directiy applying the MAP algorithm. The risk is especially high in a relatively long trellis. Simulation done during this

thesis research has indicated that such an e m r occurs, in fact, when the length of the trellis is more than one thousand. One possible solution for this problem is provided in appendix C.

3.2 Detedion of Uncoded signals
This section look at the problem of detecting QPSK signals in an uncoded system.
For an uncoded system the receiver needs only one stage which is the channel demodula-

tor. The MAP demodulator takes the received sarnples and cornputes the APPs of the &ta
symbols. The QPSK symbols are assumed to be equally likely which means the APs that
appear in (3.12) are the sarne for all possible symbols at any tirne. As the error performance is evaluated on the basis of bit e m r rate (BER) under a certain signal-to-noise ratio

(SNR), hard decision of the bit sequence based on the calculated symbol APPs is
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requind. The demodulator has two approaches for dUs purpose. The first a p p m h is to
find the symbol with the largest APP and claim that this symbol is transmitted. By making

a hard decision on the transmitted symbol, the demodulator can then proceed to the
inverse mapping of the QPSK signahg scheme accordhg to figure 2.6 to determine the
conesponding two bits. This procedure is iliustrated by the numerical example given
below:
APPof

"O"(,)
O. 15

APPof
APPof
'rlrr(O1) b'2"(10)
0.04

0.36

APPof
"3"(11)

Symbol

Bit#1

HD

HD

Bit #2
HD

0.45

3

1

1

Table 3.1 The first approach for the demodulator decision.

In the above table, the numbers inside the parentheses are the binary representation of
each QPSK alphaùet. The most significant bit symbolizes bit #l and bit #2 is represented
by the lest significant bit.

In the second approach. the symbol hard decision is not needed. The demodulator can
compute the APPs of bits #1 and #2 using the APPs of the symbols. Using the above
numerical example, this approach can be surnrnarized as follows:
APP of APP of APP of APP of
"1"
"2"
"3"
"O"
O. 15

0.36

0,04

0.45

APPs of
bit#l
O

APPs of
bit #2
O
1

Bit #l

Bit 112

O

1

0.51 0.49 0.19 0.81

HD

HD

i

Table 3 3 Second approach of demodulator decision.
Notice that, in this example, different decisions are made for bit #1 with these two different decision approaches. Generally speaking, it is better to fuliy utilire al1 the available

sofi information before making a hard decision. As the hard output king sought here is at
the bit level, it is advisable to manipulate the syrnbol soft information into bit probabilities

before making such a decision. For diis reason, the second approach is considered to be

more reliable.
The error performance of QPSK signals is evaluated at two fading rates: 0.01 and

0.05. Also two data aiignment structures are considered for each fading rate. The first one

considers that in each fraine, 256 data symbds (512 data bits) are transmitted. These data
symbols, combined with the required pilot symbols and framing symbols. constitute one
data block. The tem "block length" is usually defined by the number of data bits embod-

ied in a data block and thus for this case, the block length is 512. The other case saidied
has a data structure of block length 2048.

The demodulator uses the approach given in table 3.2 to generate a bit hard decision.

BER is estimated by dividing the total number of error bits by the total number of data
bearing bits transmitted. On the other hand, SNR has to include the transmission power

loss due to framing and püot symbols. The average energy required for each bit is

Eb =

Energy required
for data symbols

+

Energy required for
framing and pilot symbols

Total number of data bits

(3.19)

With Eb defined in this way, the average SNR per bit is

2

For al1 the simulations, ad is set to one for convenience. The error performance of the
uncoded system with different fading rates and block lengths is shown in f igun 3.6. It is
shown in the two plots that the uncoded system demodulated with the MAP algorithm can
achieve, depending on the fading rate, a BER of the order of l ~at -average
~ SNR as high

as 15 to 17 dB. It is further observed that the system performs better at a lower fading rate.
As demonstrated in figure 3.3, the prediction error at a fixed SNR is usually lower in the

slow fading scenario. For a system without a coding scheme, a more accurate prediction is
likely the main reason why the BER is lower when operating in a relatively slow fading
environment.
Moreover, figure 3.6(b) indicates bat this plot is just a replica of figure 3.6(a). This
means that the difference in block length has no effect on the system's performance. As
can be seen later, the block length becomes important when the coded interleaved system
is studied.
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Figure 3.6 Emn performances of uncoded QPSK signal with fading rates
0.01 and 0.05 at (a) block length = 5 12 bits and (b) block length = 2048 bits.
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~

3.3 Detection of Coded Signais
The e m r performance for the uncoded system may not be satisfactory but it cm be
enhanced by error correction codes. This section illustrates the issue of joint channel
demodulation and decoding with MAP pmessing.

33.1 'Ibo Stage Receiver
A two stage receiver mode1 was proposed in chapter 2 for an interleaved coded system

operating in a fading channel. In brief, the first stage compensates for the channel distortion by assuming the &ta sequence is uncoded. The second stage decoder uses the output
from the first stage, plus the coding structure, to generate an estimate for the information
bit sequence.
The MAP algorithm irnplemented in the previous section is used again for channel
demodulation. In general, although the demodulator provides APPs for framing as well as
pilot and data symbols, only the probabilities of the 1st symbol type are useful for decod-

ing. They can be extracted through demultiplexing. These symbol APPs reflect the reliabilities of the coded bits. Recall that the coded bits are bit interleaved and then grouped
into symbols. Conversely, the symbol probabilities have to be converted back into bit
probabilities followed by deinterleaving. This aiigns the APPs of the coded bits in the
same order as they appear at the encoder output. Figure 3.7 illustrates the relationship
between interleaving and deinterleaving by using a specific 32 x 64 block interleaver. The
decoder takes these probabilities of the coded bits as input and tries to recover the information bit sequence. The decoder design is again dependent on the critenon chosen for
optirnality. Just Iike the channel demodulation, minimum bit error probability is chosen as
the design criterion here and the MAP algorithm is implemented. The a priori information

of the inforrnation bit, which depends on how the source generates zeros and ones, is
assumed to be known. A complete picture of the two stage receiver is given in figure 3.8.

33.2 Simulation Results
The receiver for the interleaved coded system of figure 3.6 was simulated by a C p m

gram.The concept of block length has k e n addressed in the previous section based upon

Tnuismitter (&er encoder):

Receiver (after demodulator):
APPs of data symbols
( APP(al) APP(a2) ...... ]

symbol-to-bit
probabilities
conversion

4

{ APP(c1) APP(cj3)
APP(c65) mP(c97)
}
.....O

Figure 3.7 Relationsbips between interleaving at
transmitter and deinterleaving at receiver.
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Figure 3.8 Two stage MAP receiver.
the number of data bits transmitted in each frame for an uncoded system. The same idea

can be applied to the coded system where it becornes the number of coded bits transmitted
within a frame. Notice that it is also equivalent to the interleaver size required because bit
interleaving is assumed. Two block lengths are considered hem: one has 5 12 coded bits
and the other has 2048. By employing the convolutional coding scheme presented in section 2.3.1. the use of the two different block lengths means transmission of 256 and 1024

information bits nspectively. Furthemore. just like the MAP demodulator, it is desirable

to have the decoder trellis tenninated at a known state. W1th the &zero state king
selected, five zems are required for this purpose with reference to the generator polyno-

rnid (2.17). Hence for each frame?the ''udùi" number of information bits transmitted has
to be reduced by five. On the other hana the average SNR for the coded system has to take
into account the loss of power in fiaming and pilot symbols as well as the redundancy due
to the coding structure. The average energy requind for each information bit is

Eb =

Energy required
for data syrnbds

+

Energy required for
framing and pilot symbols

Total number of "usefui" information bits

(3.2 1)

where data symbols refer to symbols representing the coded bits. The average SNR per bit
2

has the sarne expression as in (3.20) with Eb defined in (3.21). ad is again set to one.

The coded systems with both block lengths are assumed to work in the same fading
channel having fading rates of 0.01 and 0.05. Random interleaving is applied for the sys-

tem with a smaller block length whereas block interleaving with size 32 x 64 [37]is
employed for the one with larger block length. The simulation results for the block length
of 5 L2 are given in figure 3.9 and those for a block length of 2048 are show in figure

3.10. Simulation results for the ideal channel state (ICS)information are aiso plotted to
serve as a reference.
First consider figures 3.9(a) and (b) which show the error performance for the system
with a smdl block length. It is interesting that, despite a more accurate prediction, the sys-

tem perfom worse in the slow fading environment (fd+û.Ol) than it does in the fast fading channel (fd+û.05) for SNR larger than 10 dB. The difference in performance at BER
of 1 0 is~about 1.4 dB. This implies there must exist another factor(s), other than the prediction error, which affects the e m r performance. For a slowly time-varying channel,
enor events at the demodulator are usually very long. Constrained by block length, the
small size interleaver is less effective in mdomUing the e m r pattern. The errot correction code chosen here is only efficient in comcthg random emirs and, even though the
prediction enor is les, the system working under a slow fading environment is
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On the other hand, it is of interest to see how much worse the two stage receiver is
compared to the receiver with ICS information. A srnaller difference is observed for the
system in a slow fading channel. There is a 2 dB loss at a BER of lo4 for the slow fading
channel while a loss of as much as 4.2 dB is seen at the same BER for the fast fading channel. This difference implies that the gap between the two stage receiver and the receiver

with perfect channel information becomes narrower as the fading rate demeases. This is
intuitively reasonable because a smdl prediction error (or a more "accurate" prediction)
means that the receiver has a better knowledge about the channel. Hence, the performance
of the receiver with ICS is the lower bound of al1 receiven. The receiver in slow fading
envuonment experiences a smaller prediction error than in fast fading so that its perfomance should be closer to this lower bound.
For a system with a larger block length, the ermr performance in a slow fading channel
always surpasses the performance in a fast fading channel, as illustrated in figures 3.10(a)
and (b). The interleaving operation is likely to be effective here and, therefore, the lower
prediction error due to slow fading leads to a superior performance.
Again, the performance of the two stage receiver is compared to the receiver with ICS.

The two stage receiver, when operating in a slow fading channel, experiences a 1.4 dB
loss at the BER of 104. A larger difference of 4 dB is recorded for the same comparison
for the fast fading channel. Notice that the loss becomes smaller as the block length
increases.
To conclude, the two stage receiver which uses the MAP algorithm is capable of
jointly demodulating and detecting coded signais transrnitted over fading channels. Reliable detection depends not only on an accurate prediction but also on an effective interleaving scheme. For smail fading rates, the two stage receiver has a performance which

approaches a receiver with perfect channel knowledge.

3.4 Iterative MAP Processing
in general, when a coded interleaved system is considered, the optimum detection
strategy is to look at the composite üellis introduced by the encoder, interkaver and fad-

ing channel and then make a decision based on a specific criterion for optimality. As mentioned, the complexity for such a receiver is prohibitively high and ihis is the reason why a
suboptimum two stage receiver is used in practice. In order to push the performance of the
suboptllnum receiver closer to the optimum one, iterative processing is a possible solution. The objective of iterative processing is to p h d e the former stage(s) with informa-

tion which is generated by the latter stage(s) in a multi-stage receiver stmcture. The
information generated by the latter stage(s) can serve as the 'hpdated a priori information" in the former stage(s).
For the two stage receiver structure, consider the branch weight calculation in channel
demodulation given by (3.12). It depends on two ternis: the first tenn is the channel output
which directly affects the prediction and the second is the AP of the symbol. In the previous discussion of demodulation the symbols are assumed to be equally likely which means
that the a priori information can be ignored. Error performance can be improved if there is

a way to supply extra or updated "a priori" information. This can be achieved by feeding
back the reliability information of the coded bits obtained from the second stage decoder
to the demodulator. in doing so, channel compensation in the demodulator is allowed to
enjoy the benefit of the coding structure generated from the decoder. This is the aim of
iterative processing in the fading channel and the main focus of this section is on how to
accomplish this goal with the MAP algorithm.
3.4.1 Background Information on Iterative Processing

Iterative processing has k e n applied to decoding parallel and serially concatenated
codes in AWGN channels [4,6,7,20]. To have a better understanding of this concept,
consider the simple serially concatenated code encoder and decoder depicted in figure
3.11. It is assumed that the coding structure can be represented by a trellis such that traditional decoding strategies such as the MAP algorithm and the VA can be applied. The
encoder consists of two parts, one is labelled outer (code) encoder and the other inner
(code) encoder. The outer encoder accepts the information sequence iowith known a priori probabilities and converts it into a coded sequence C .This coded sequence then
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Figure 3.11 (a) Seriaîly concatenated code encoder, (b) iterative decoder
for serially cancatenated code and (c) a SISO module.
i

undergoes interleaving and the interleaved output becomes the information sequence h of
the inner encoder. Finaily, ii is encoded into another coded sequence

zi. As usual, zi is

mapped ont0 a chosen signal constellation and sent through the channel.

One key aspect for iterative decoding is the capability of the decoder to accept softinput and soft-output. Both imer and outer decoders in figure 3.1 1(b) an assumed to have

this "sofi-input softsutput" (SISO)feature [5]. Each SISO module has two inputs and
output. as illustrated in figure 3.1 l(c).The outputs are APPs of the infomtim and coded

sequences and these values are expressed in the form of a log-iikelihood ratio (LLR) for
convenience. Conventionaîîy, the U R is defined for a random variable which takes a
value of either one or zero and can be expressed maihematicdy as

The o po~rerionLW are denoted by @;O)

and ($';O)

whsre j is the index refer-

ring to either the inner or outer decoder and "û" simply means output The input labelled

)

h("u ;I is the a prion' U R of the information sequence. The other input of the imer
decoder is the received sample k which reflects the transmitted sequence ii.The inner
decoder uses these samples and the a priori LLRs (initiaiized to be zeros) to compute the
n posteriori LLR ;*($';O). It was suggested in [20,2L] that the o posteriori

U R ai the

inner decoder output, at any time k, can be split into two terms

X[U:;O)

= hin'[ui;0)+ h(uj;l)

(3.23)

where the first tenn on the right hand side is called the "intrinsic information" and the second terni is the previously found (initialized to be zero) a prion' information. The equation
is vaiid only when the LLRs are independent of each other. This requirement is assurned
to be met with an efficient interleaving scheme. Intrinsic information is described as the
information obtained from the received samples and trellis structure wBthoutconsidering

the a priori probability of uk but possibly using o priori probabilities of other bits in the
inner decoder/demodulator. For iterative processing, it is very important to prevent the
fkst stage from passing information to the second stage which has been generated by the

second stage in the fùst place. This can be carried out by submcting the a priori U R
from the a posteion LLR and the difference is the intrinsic information. The intrinsic
idormation, which is also a measure of the reliability of the i ~ ecode
r information bits, is
passed next t h u g h a deinterleaver, whose outputs are the LLRs of the coded symbols for
the outer code. Thus,

3
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The deinterleaved LLRs are then processed by the outer decoder to generate the a posteriori LLRs for bath infomiation and coded segucnces, h(fi0;0)and A($*;0).

Bassd on

the kst term, a hard decision can be made to give an estimate of fio. On the other hand, in
order to carry on with iterative processing, it is necessary to pass a priori information

k(ti;l) back to the inner decoder. As tiis the interleaved version of t*,such informa.
to (3.23). it is sugtion c m be extracted h m the a posteriori U R h ( $ ' ; ~ )Analogous
gested that this ratio can be separated, at time k, into

with the first term on right hand side called the "extrinsic information" which the decoder

obtained from the cuding scheme without considering the input probability of bit ck
Again, it may consider those of other bits. This extrinsic information can be obtained by
finding the difference between the a posteriori LLR and the input LLR of the coded bit.
Furthemore, the extrinsic information is also related to the reliabilities of ifi through
interleaving. Thus the a prion information for the first stage can be found frorn

The overall decoding cycle is restarted with this newly found a priori U R for the inner
decoder,
3.4.2 Iterative MAP Processing on Fading Charnels

The symbol-by-symbol MAP algorithm is a technique well suited for iterative
processing due to its SIS0 feature. It can also calculate the a posteriori probabilities optimally. In the problem of joint demodulation and detection of signals in the fading channel,
the channel memory can be treated as irnposing a coding structure to the transmitted sig-

nal. By looking at the two stage nceiver mode1 shown in figure 3.8, the channel
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Figure 3.12 Iterative MAP pmcessing forjoint demodulation and

decoding of M-ary coded signal transmitted in fading channel.

demodulator, which models the channel as a trellis structure, can be viewed as the inner
decoder. Analogous to the outer decoder is the convolutional code decoder. Nevertheless,
some precautions have to be taken. As shown in figure 3.12, demuitipiexing is carried out
after demodulation to get rid of the probabiities of the framing and pilot symbols. Conversely, multiplexing is required to insert these known probabilities back into the demodulator during iteration. Next, the MAP channel equalization generates APPs of coded bits
and it is advisable to convert these APPs into LLRs to facilitate the calculation of the
inthsic information. Notice that there is no loss of information for the probability to U R
conversion and vice versa. A sirnilar step is carried out at the output of MAP decoder for

the purpose of extrinsic information computation. The MAP decder takes the LLRs
(intrinsic information) as input, converts them back to probabilities to generate the APPs
for both information and coded bits [3 1.321. As the a priori information needed in the
demodulator involves symbol probabilities, therefore the exainsic information found has
to be converted back into this fom. By assurning that the coded bits transmitted are independent of one another, this conversion is saaighdorward. Such an assumption is reasonable with an efficient interleaving scheme.
3.43 Simulation Results

The iteration loop can be initialized by assurning the a priori probabilities of the

QPSK data symbols entenng the demodulator to be 0.25, Le. the symbols are equally
iikely. After that the number of iterations to be done is decided by the system designer. Up
to three iterations were done for those systems with the block iengths and fading rates
mentioned in section 3.3. Nevertheless, it is found that the error performances of the first,
second and third iterations for slow fading are ahost completely overlapped, regardless
of block length. For diis reason, results of the third iteration in slow fading are not shown.

Figure 3.13 shows the error performances for a system with a block length of 512 and figure 3.14 provides those for a system with a block length of 2048.

For the error performance of a small block length under slow fading, a gain of 0.8 dB
is achieved at BER of 104 after the first iteration. Nevertheless onîy a 0.03 dB irnprovement is recorded between the first and second iterations. With this observation, it is iikely
that doing one iteration can capture most of the codllig gain. n i e result of one iteration has
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Figure 3.13 Errer performances for iterative coded interleaved system with
block length 5 12 bits at (a) fading rate = 0.0 1 and (b) fading rate = 0.05.
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block length 2048 bits at (a) fading rate = 0-Oland(b) fading rate = 0.05.

also pushed the enor performance to be about 1.2 dB away from the perfonnance of the
receiver with ICS.
The coding gain of the s

d block length in fast fading is significantly larger. The

impmvement after the first iteration is 2 dB at a BER of IO? Error performance is hinher
enhanced by 0.25 dB and 0.06 dB after the second and third iterations respectively. This
shows that, just as in slow fading, most coding gain is capnued after the fint iteration.
Nevectheless, the gain is still visible after the second iteration. With the gain afkr itemtions, the system is 1.9 dB away from the one with perfect charnel knowledge. n i e difference is greatly reduced and, therefore, iterative processing is very effective in the fast
fading channel.
The results for large block lengths are very similar to those for small block lengths.

Under slow fading, there is oniy 0.65 dB gain after the first iteration and a hirther of 0.003
dB d e r the second iteration which is negligible. The difference between the performance

after first iteration and the one with ICS dirninishes to 0.8 dB. Again, carrying out one iteration seems to be sufficient for slow fading. For a higher fading rate, the coding gain is
greater. As much as 2.2 dB is observed after the fùst iteration. There are improvemenis of
0.3 dB and 0.03 dB gains after subsequent iterations. in this case, the error performance

after the third iteration is 1.45 dB from the one with ICS.
To conclude this section, it is of interest to mention some observations hom the
graphs. First, at aii fading rates, the e m r performance of the system with a larger block
length is usually closer to the performance of the receiver with perfect channel knowledge.
Secondly, the coding gain is mostly captured after the first iteration, regardless of block
lengths and fading rates. Lastly, the trend noticed for the non-iterative receiver is that the

gap between the two stage receiver and the receiver with ICS is smaller in the slow fading
condition is preserved. This gap is measured in ternis of error perfonnance.

3.5 Summary

In this section the MAP algorithm is implemented for both channel demodulatot and
decoâer. The keys for this implementation are the modelling of the channel as a aUis and
the derivation of state transition metrïcs. Both are carried out under the principle of pet-

S&

3

.bv.S

w Pr-

survivor processing (PSP). W~ththe treliis structure, the MAP algorithm cm be used for
both the coded and uncoded system. By comparing ihe plots in figures 3.6,3.9 and 3.10, it

is observed that the error performance of the coded system, as expected, is a lot superior to

-

that of the uncoded system when the SNR is larger than 4 5 dB. Furthemore, it is veri-

fied that both the fading rates and block length are important parameters for reüable communications in fading channels. With the coded system iterative processing can be
applied to this detection problem such that channel equalization can make use of the coding structure. Error performance is found to be enhanced significantly for fast fading and a
moderate gain is observed for the slow fading scenario.
Unfortunately, the MAP processing suffers serious drawbacks in its implementation.

The algorithm requires the reception of the entire frame before demodulatioddecoding.

Due to the necessity of both forward and backward recursions, complicated numericd calculation is involved. Another defect is the high possibility of getting into precision problems for a large trellis. Appendix C suggests one possible solution to this problem but its
irnplementation will undoubtedly cause the method to be more cornplex. To ded with this
complexity problem, the relatively simpler VA can be used. However. this algorithm is not
able to deliver soft-outputs which makes it less favourable in concatenated or iterative
decoding systems. In the next chapter, a suboptimum but simple soft-output detection
algorithm. soft-output Viterbi algorithrn (SOVA), will be discussed. It is a modified version of the classic VA and will be implemented to solve the joint demodulation and detection problem.

MAP Sequence Estimation
The MAP sequence estimation (MAP-SE) is a detection criterion to minimize the
probability of sequence error and is equivalent to the maximum likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE) when each transmitted sequence is equally likely. Under either criterion,
the Viterbi algorithm (VA) is an attractive solution for the detection problem because its
computational complexity varies with the nurnber of States in a treliis rather than the
length of the transmitted sequence. It was fùst developed as an optimal solution to decode
convolutional codes transrnitted over a memoryless channel[49]. Later research extended
its usage to channel equalization for ISI channels [13] and fading channels [30,33,44,52,
581.
SUnilar to the Bah1 et al's MAP algorithm discussed in the previous chapter, the VA
accepts solt-inputs. However, the conventional VA delivers only hard-outputs. When the
VA is implemented as the channel demodulator in the two stage receiver, it prohibits the

decoder from using its capability to accept soft-inputs. This in turn degrades the overall
performance. To eliminate this drawback, one can apply the "soft-output Kterbi algo-

rithm (SOVA) which is a modified version of the VA and capable of providing reliable
soft information associated with the hard-outputs.
The SOVA was developed by Hagenauer and Hoeher [17, 181. Compared to the MAP
algorithm, it is a suboptimum method to estimate the symbol o posteriori probability

(APP). However, while the MAP algorithm is prohibitively complicated, the SOVA is relatively simple. The objective of this chapter is to compare the error performance and cornplexity of receivers using the MAP algorithm and SOVA.
There are iwo versions of SOVA: ngister exchange and trace back modes [20]. They

are assumed to have the same degree of complexity and were initially designed for a
binary trellis 1171. 'The register exchange mode was modified later to handle a M-ary treilis

[24]. Another goal of this chapter is to provide a possible way to adapt the trace back

SOVA for the M-ary trellis. Swnmafies for register exchange SOVA in a M-ary treIlis and

trace back SOVA in a binary tnliis can be found in appendix B.

4.1 MAP-SE Demodulation (Standard VA)
Generally speaking. the VA can be viewed as a solution to the problem of maximum a
posteriori probability estimation of the state sequence of a finite state discrete time

Markov pmess observed in memoryless noise [14]. For such a problem, assume that the
Markov process is characterized by a trellis with a fixed number of states. O S sk < Q
where k is the time index and Q is the total number of states. Further assume that the initiai
and final states are known. As time proceeds, the process exhibits a state transition (sk+

sk)with which a symbol xk is associated. Without loss of generality, suppose the length of

..

9

the a l l i s for the process is N and the state sequence {sot.. sN} is represented by S.

+

The= is evidently a one-teone correspondence behueen S and the symbol sequence

k.

Each possible state sequence or, equivalently, symbol sequence can be characterized by a
distinct path within the trellis of the Markov process. The symbol sequence is transmitted
over a memoryless channel and the observation is denoted by 2.
When the detection criterion is to minimize the probability of sequence error by looking at the observation. the problem becomes that of finding the sute sequence for which

Pr {SIS} ,or equivalently ~r {$S) = ~r {SIS} Pr (2) ,is maximum. Due to the
Markov process and memoryless channel properties, pr

(1.2)

Since log ( ) is a rnonotonic huiction, manimization of pr (

can be written as

$3) and log [Pr ($2)

1

ter 4

Figure 4.1 General transmission model.

are equivalent Therefore (4.1) becomes

Define the state transition (branch) meûic to be

where the first term on the righi hand side depends on the AP of state transition and the
second term depends on the channel characteristic. Each distinct path within the trellis,
N

kk(sk -

therefore, has a metric represented by

,sL)

.The detection problem becomes

k= 1

that of finding the path in the trellis which has the largest metric. To accomplish this, one
needs to detemine the branch metric expression. For a memoryless channel such as the

AWGN channel, the channel characteristic is completely known and the probability density function f { z k l s k q- ) can be found easily. Once the branch metric is defined, the
VA can be applied to solve this particular rnaximization problem. A brief review of this

detection strategy is provided in appendix B.

In the last chapter the fading channel was modelled as a finite state machine with a
trellis structure. The branch weight (metric) for this trellis was well defined. When the critenon for detection is MAP-SE,the VA can be applied for channel equalization. The succeeding sections are devoted to studying the performance of this kind of receiver. Both
coded and uncoded systems are explored. To be consistent with chapter 3, the design

parameters, such as PIR and prediction order, are kept the sarne.

4.1.1 Uncoded System

For the u d e d system, the receiver wiîl have a structure similar to the one in figure
3.2 except that the VA is used instead of a MAP aigorithm. Its naode1 is redmwn in figure
4.2. This system is evaluated for two block lengths of 512 and 2048 bits under the same

two fading rates. A preliminary simulation showed that a window size of 36 symbol intervals for the VA was adequate.
Just like the results from MAP equaiization, the system which operates in slow fading
achieves a better error performance than in fast fading as can be seen in figure 4.3. It
reaches a BER of IO-*at an average SNR of about 15 or 17 dB depending on fading rate.
On the other hand, there is no visible difference in the error performance when block

length varies. Hence, for the uncoded system dernodulated with VA, a difference in block
length does not impose any effect. This statement is consistent with MAP channel equaiization.
Finally, by comparing the plots in figure 4.3 and figure 3.6, it is observed that there is
virtually no difference between them. This observation supports the daim of Hartmann
and Rudolph who stated that detection under criterion of either MAP-SE or MAP-SS
should provide the same performance [22].
4.1.2 Coded System

Again, the error performance can be improved when coding is introduced to the system. The usual two stage receiver is employed for this system with the f a t stage king a
channel demodulator using the standard VA. The output of channel demodulation provides
a hard decision for the transmitted symbol. These hard estimates of data symbols are converted to bit level by applying the inverse mapping of the QPSK signalling scheme and
then deinterleaving. The deinterleaved hard-outputs, which reflect the coded bits, are next
passed to the second stage to perform decoding. Minimizing the sequence error is again
chosen to be the detection criterion here. Figure 4.4 dernonstrates the o v e d receiver
stnicture.

The coded system is simulated with block lengths of 512 and 2048 bits. Each of these
blocks is transmitted under the two different fading rates. The window size for the channel

Prediction filter 1

Prediction filter 2

Viterbi
Algonthm

1

1 Rediction filter M~ 1
M :Number of signal
constellation
L :Prediction order
Figure 4.2 VA based demodulator.

demodulator is kept the sarne as for the uncoded system. To compare with hard decision
demodulation, the emr performance obtained in MAP detection is included in the plots
drawn in figures 4.5 and 4.6. Obviously the hard decision detection strategy is outperformed badly, approximately 6 dB degradation at the BER of 1 0 is~observed for each
cornparison. This result serves as sound evidence for the superiority of the soft-output
detection approach. The 6 dB gain in soft-output demodulation is actually reasonable.
Studies of concatenated coding situations demonstrated that applying a sofi-output algo-

rithm introduces about 1 - 4 dB gain over the conventional decoding approach in the presence of AWGN [18,41,54]. The reward is even higher in a multipath fading environment.

In [18,36], where SOVA is implemented in channel equalization, the gain over a hard-output demodulator is about 5 dB. In figure 4.5 the soft information is generated by the opti-

mal MAP algorith, thus having the larger diffennce (6 dB) is understandable.

In order to obtain a satisfactory performance while keeping the receiver relatively
uninvolved, a simple sofi-output algorithm cm be employed for chanml demodulation.
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Figre 4.4 Two stage VA implemented receiver.
The next section looks at the implementation of SOVA, which is suboptimum in genetat-

h g soft information, to the two stage receiver.

4.2 Joint Detection by SOVA (Type-1)
Channel demodulation in the two stage receiver involves an M-ary treliis. Of the two
modes of SOVA available, oniy the register exchange mode was extended to deal with this
kind of trellis structure [24]. This section studies receivers having this version of SOVA as
the channel equalizer. Moreover, both iterative and non-iterative processing are consid-

end. When non-iterative detection is involved, the second stage decoder does not need a

SIS0 structure and decoding can be performed by using the classical VA. M e n iteration
is desired, the decoder has to feed back soft information and decoding has to be carried out
by another SOVA block.

As can be seen in figure 4.6, the channel demodulator of the two stage receiver takes
the sufficient statistics and APs to generate softsutputs. When SOVA is in use, these softoutputs are the approximation of the "truc" APPs of the data symbols. Even though h a .
outputs are also generated in the demodulation process, they are discarded and only the

soft idonnation is circulated. These soft-outputsare deinterieaved and passed to the second stage decoder as usuai. The receiver described has been simulated and nsults are
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Figure 4.6 Two stage receiver with SOVA implemented ai demodulator.
given in figures 4.7 and 4.8. Also plotted in the graphs are the receiver performance with

ICS.
Under slow fading and a block length of 512, the SOVA receiver is 2.4 dB worse than
the receiver with M-S. This is reduced to 1.9 dB when the block length changes to 2048, a
trend that is consistent with the MAP receiver. More irnportantly, compared to MAP

equalization, demodulation with SOVA exhibits only litde degradation in performance.
The loss is approximately 0.5 dB for both block lengths. This loss suggests that, under this
environmen4 SOVA is a g d substitute for the MAP algorithm.
The gap between MAP and SOVA demodulation becomes larger as the fading rate

increases to 0.05. The diffennces are 1.9 and 2.5 dB with the former appiying to the large
block length. Hence, the SOVA receiver is quite sensitive to the change in fading rate.

This is possibly due to the decrease in prediction accuracy as the fading rate increases.
The situation improves for the system with a large block length because of more efficient
interleaving. Nevertheles, the 1.9 dB difference is siil1 signifiant compared to the 0.5 dB
in slow fading. Hence, for a reliable system working under the fast fading scenario, applying SOVA for channel equalization is not recornrnended unless the system is prepared to

sacrifice more power in exchange for better performance.
4.2.2 Iterative ProceSSiag

It has k e n mentioned that an algorithm with a SIS0 feame is a prerequisite for
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Figure 4.7 E m r perfomances for coded interleaved system with block
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Figure 4.8 Error performances for coded interleaved system with block
length 2048 bits at (a) fading rate = 0.01 and (b) fading rate = 0.05.

(b)

iterative processing. The SOVA discussed here is another legitimate candidate to fiil this
job. Successful iterative processing relies on efficient circulation of sofi information

within the loop so that for the problem studied here, an exchange of APPs of coded bits
between the channel demodulator and decoder is involved. The register exchange mode
SOVA is used for channel equalization.

For the convolutional code decoder, one may suspect that either mode can be applied.
However, simulation results have shown that the register exchange SOVA is inappropiate. This mode of SOVA can provide a good approximation to the APPs of the information

bits but not for the coded bits. One possible reason is related to the way this mode of
SOVA is implemented. As discussed in appendix B, this mode of SOVA is seldom impie-

mented in full because of its relatively high complexity. A simplified version, known as
verticaiiy u pdated SOVA (V-SOVA), is usually irnplemented. To illustrate the V-SOVA,
consider the example of figure 4.9. For an arbitrary fixed state sb two paths enter this
state. When looking back dong these paths, information symbols on the respective survivor paths that cause state changes at the time slot between k-3 and k-2 always differ. As
explained in appendix 8, when a reduced complexity V-SOVA is considered, the APPs are
estimated at this time d o t This ensures that the AFP approximation for "1" and "0"are
non-zero and thus sorne soft information is obtained for the "unlikely" bit.

Xnformation symbols
are of different values

Figure 4.9 Four-state trellis with memory length woand two transitions per state.

When the APPs of coded bits are needed, this version of SOVA fails. The main reason
is, at that particular time slot, there is no parantee that the coded bits associated with the
two paths are different It is quite possible that the coded bits on these two different paths

are the same (say "1"). Consequently the APP approximation becomes either one or zero,
which is equivaient to hard decision detection. Thus, the register exchange mode SOVA is
not capable of computing reliable soft information for coded bits.
An alternative is the trace back mode SOVA discussed in appendix 8.2. nie chanicter-

istic of this version is that soft information for the 'hniikely bit" is always retained. Such a
characteristic makes it feasible to extract soh information for the coded bits.
Just like the iterative MAP receiver, it is necessary to extract intrinsic and extrinsic
Uiforrnation after the demodulator and decoder. As cm be seen in figure 4.10, the only difference in the receiver structure is the use of SOVA as the SIS0 processor. The iterative
receiver implemented with the mixed modes of SOVA is termed a ''type4 SOVA receiver"
in this thesis. Simulation was carried out with the same parameters that appeared in the
1st chapter. As SOVA is suboptimal in generating soft information, it is expected that

A
'
more loops are required to achieve an e m r performance comparable to that of M

Up

to five iterations are done for each case and the results are shown in figures 4.1 1 and 4.12.
Results for the system operating in slow fading indicate that about 1 dB cm be gained
after the fint iteration. However, only a marginal improvement is achieved after funher
iterations. When a large biock length is used, the curves corresponding to the fint and fifth
iterations tend to merge at a SNR of 10 dB. This observation suggests that the system may
soon nin into an ernw floor if the S N R increases beyond this point.
Coding gain obtained after iterations is greater for fast fading. Note that the gap
between the ICS curve and the no iteration curve is large, which means that the initial
APPs computed by SOVA in the channel equalizer are quite inaccurate. Iteration helps by
supplying better a priori information to the channel demodulation so that more precise

APPs cm be calculated The gain after one iteration is about 2.7 dB and a hirther gain of
1.3 dB is obsewed after five iterations. These numbers are roughly the same for both block
lengths. Nevertheless, even with this amount of coding gain, the c w e is still far away
fiom the one labelled ICS. The differences are recorded to be 2.5 and 2 dB with the former
occUmng for the smaller block length. In contrast to the 1 dB difference for the slow
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Flgure 4.11 Enor performances for iterative coded interleaved system with
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Figure 4.12 Error performances for iterative coded interleaved system with

block length 2048 bits at (a) fading rate = 0.01 and (b) fading rate = 0.05.

fading sicenario, this loss is quite big. As a result, although iteration is camied out with the
SOVA receiver, it is still not recommended to be used in the fast fading channel.

4.23 Error Performance Cornparison

As mentioned, SOVA is subophal in calculating APPs. To see how much better the
optimal MAP algorithm is in iterative processing, results of e m r performances cornesponding to both are gathered in figures 4.13 and 4.14. For slow fading, the optimal
method provides a superiority of about 0.5 dB when no iteration is performed. Nevertheless, the gap has been reduced to 0.1 dB after the first iteration. These figures are valid for
systems under both block lengths. This observation suggests that under the slow fading
environment, the key for successfuldetection is the accuracy of the prediction and, even if
the detection method is suboptimal, an acceptable performance can still be attained.
A different behaviour holds for fast fading. With no iteration, the error performances

achieved with the two detection methods are very different. Results have indicated that, in
terms of the emor performance, one iteration with SOVA is roughly equivalent to detecting
non-iteratively with the MAP algorithm It is also worth noting that, even if as many as
five iterations are done, the performance of SOVA is still not as good as the MAP algo-

rithm with one iteration. The difference varies from 0.5 dB to 0.75 dB depending on the
block size. Simply stated under an environment in which the prediction error is high, the
system has to rely on the optimal method to compute probabilities to achieve a more reliable communication. Applying SOVA is not recommended.

4.3 Joint Detecüon by SOVA (--II)
In the preceding section, an ordinary SOVA was applied to the problem of estimating
APPs for symbol sequences that can be represented by a trellis. It was found that, for the
purpose of iterative processing, the receiver structure had to utilize mixed modes of
SOVA. Channel equalization was done by register exchange SOVA which is the only
mode available to deal with an M-ary trellis while the trace back mode was employed to

generate soft information for the coded bits. This section considers an alternative
approach, based on the VA, to obtain soft information h m a treliis. The design objective
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Figure 4.13 Cornparison of system performances detected with MAP and type-1 SOVA
with block length 512 bits at (a) fading rate = 0.01 and (b) fading rate = 0.05.
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for the algorithm is to deliver soft-outputs for both information symbols and coded bits.
Under this criterion. there is no need for a mixed mode such as the type4 SOVA receiver.

The proposed method is motivated by an idea called list Viterbi algorithm ( N A ) propsed by Hashirnoto in [23]. LVA is just a generaüzation of the standard VA which pro-

duces a rank ordered list of the L globally best paths in a trellis search [35,42]. Consider

an M-ary trellis. The VA calculates the cumulative metrics of the M paths merging at state
sb where k is the time index, and then chooses the path with

the largest metric as the survi-

vor path. The other M-1 paths, called non-swivor paths, are discarded. Besides the survivor path and its cumulative metric, the LVA dso computes and stores the differences
between the survivor metric and non-sunivor meûics entenng this siate. This procedure is
followed here.
To illustrate the detection algorithm proposed here, consider figure 4.15 where part of

a temary trellis is shown. Suppose it is at the end of a decision window for the standard
VA and that the d l zero path has the largest rneûic arnong al1 survivors, which implies it is

the most Iikely path. The difference between the survivor metric and non-survivor metric
entering a specific state sk of this most likely state sequence, at time k, is given by

Ak, = (survivor metric) - (non-sutvivor met ri^)^

(4.4)

where i is the index of one of the two non-survivor paths entering sk As shown in the diagram. when looking back in time there are (M-l)(&l) non-survivor paths dong the most

ükely path where 6+1 is the number of symbols involved in a decision window. 6ç1 is
also the length or number of symbols associated with the most likely path. When tracing
back, these non-survivor paths are either unmerged or merged at most once with the most

likely path. As shown in figures 4.15 (b) and (c), some of the non-survivor paths may have

a length less than that of the most Iikely path due to the way the VA proceeds. 'Ihey can be
extended to the same length by joining the required portion of the most likely path, as
shown in figure 4.15(c). One point is worth mentioning. For the non-survivon merging
with the most Likely pth at timej. there is no need for an extension because they already

are of the same length as the most likely path.

State

----

Most likely path

at the end of

window.

0 0 - G L U - 0

Ak 1 = (patb metric), - (path metric),,
AkZ = (path mecric)= (pth wûic),

*k2

-

O
2 0

0

x is the survivor path entering
state "O" at timc k.
y and z are the d i x d e d non-survivor
paths entering the mentioncd staic.

-

Portion required to extcnd path y and
path z so that they can bave tbe samc
length as the most likely patb.

(cl
Figure 4.15 (a) Example treilis showing the end of a decision window,

(b) metric differences calculation and (c) path extension to align the
non-survivorpaths having length equal to the decision window.

Letpbetheindexofallpathswhere O S p S (M-1)(6+ 1) andp=Odenotesthe

most lilcely path. Assume M e r diat the most likely path has a cumulative metric equal to

ro.With reference to figure 4.15(a), any non-survivor path, afier king extended to the
same length as the most Lürely path. has a metric of

rp = ~ o - * & * I
where 1is the index of one of the two paths joining the most likely path at thne k and
O < p < ( M- 1) (6 + 1) .According to the path mehic definition, the probability of the p

th path is given by

Pr {path p )

- erp

; O Lp 5 (M - l)(S + 1)

.

(4.6)

At the end of the decision window, the classic VA tries to trace back the most likely path to
the beginning of the window to provide an estimate of the information symbol uj-g where
the subscript is a time index. Probability estimation cm be carried out in a similar manner.
By tracing back the non-swivor paths dong with the most likely path, the APP of the M-

ary symbol q cm be approximated as

where A is the set of the paths containing a symbol q at time j-6 and the denorninator is a
normalization constant Notice that the method of choosing the set of paths to approxirnate
the probability is the same as in the trace back mode SOVA. Also, the above calculation is
not confined to computing the probability of the information symbol which causes a state
change in the trellis. When it cornes to finding the soft information of coded bits, uj-6 can
be referred to one of the coded bits transmitted at this specific time. To obtain the probabii-

ities of symbols for the last window of a finite length trellis, one can let the time index j-6

mn for the entire window length and evaluate equation (4.7) at every t h e slot. W~ththis
method, it is feasible to have the two stage receiver in single mode in contrast to the mixed
mode type4 SOVA receiver.
A disadvantage of tbis method, that was found in preliminary simulation, is that it is
quite sensitive to the size of the decision window. By simulating the fading channel detec-

tion pmblem, it was observed that the probability approximation is poor when the above
method is implemented with either very large or small window sizes. Simulation triaIs
have indicated that, when the decision delay is about three to six times the memory length,

an acceptable performance can be obtained.
The above method cm be improved furber. In general, to compute the APP of a symbol requires consideration of d paths propagated in the heiiis. Hence, if more paths are

included in the probabiiity approximation given in (4.7), a better estimation c m be
expected. Recall that the non-survivor paths are obtained dong the state sequence of the
globally best survivor at the end of window. The sarne procedure can be carried out for the
other survivors. The drawback is obviously the increase in numencal computation.
As a final note, diis method is actually not a straightforward modification of the trace
back mode SOVA. For a problem which involves a binvy trellis, the algonthm demibed
here requires extension of the non-survivor paths which is not needed in the original algo-

nthm given in [17]. However, because the way the set of paths is chosen is identical, this
method is still considered to be an extension of the trace back SOVA.
43.2 Simulation Results

The above soft information calculation strategy was implemented for the two stage
iterative receiver. The receiver structure is just a replica of the one shown in figure 4.10
except both the demodulator and decoder now employ the new trace back version of
SOVA. Accordingly, the receiver is now in single mode and it is called a "type4 SOVA

receiver". Shown in figures 4.16 and 4.17 are the error performances for the system with
the same parameters as before. In slow fading, the coding gain after the first iteration is
about 1 dB and the improvement between iirst and Cfth iterations is only 0.2 dB. The same
observation can be made for the system with either block length.
For a larger fading rate, the amount of coding gain becomes significant. The improvement is about 2.3 dB after the first iteration and a further 0.7 dB is recorded when five iterations are performed under small block length usage. These figures vary somewhat for the
large block length but do not differ by much. By looking closely at the results of type4

and type-II SOVA receivers, it is found that they almost overiap each another. It is therefore sufficient to claim, in temu of emr performance, that the two receivers are
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Figure 4.16 System performances of itetative type-II SOVA receiver with block

length 5 12 bits operated at (a) fading rate = 0.01 and (b) fading rate = 0.05.
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4.17 System performances of iterative type-II SOVA receiver with block

length 2048 bits operated at (a) fading rate = 0.01 and (b) fading rate = 0.05.

equivalent The comments on the type4 SOVA receiver given in section 4.2.2 and the conclusion on the error performance cornparison with the MAP nceiver stül hold and, there-

fore. they are not repeated hem.

4.4 Anaiysis of Computatioaai Complexity
A complexity analysis can be done by considering the number of numerical operations

involved in an algorithm. This section maidy focuses on comparing the t h e channel
equalization techniques, namely MAP algorithm, register exchange mode SOVA and the
new trace back version of SOVA. No attempt is made to include the ordinary trace back
SOVA since it is not able to deal with a M-ary treilis. For the binary case, it is usually considered to have a degree of complexity equivalent to the other mode [17].

In view of the fact that SOVA assumes the branch weights of the trellis are in the log
domain while the MAP algorithm does not have this requirement, it is reasonable to
assume that the branch weights for each algorithm are in its desired fom. It is not fair to
assume that the branch weight computed h m the prediction filter needs logarithrnic operations and take this into the expense of the complexity of SOVA. Furthemore, the numerical calculations involved in the prediction filter are also iiot included simply because they

are common to al1 three methods.
With the above assumptions, consider the general M-ary treiiis illustrated in figure
4.18. As can be seen, there are M paths e n t e ~ and
g leaving each state. This implies that

QM = M ~ +branches
'
are present at a given t h e slot Also, for the entire trellis there are
(N+l)Q states in total. The MAP algorithm is characterized by the forward (a)and backward (b) recursions given by equations (3.15) and (3.16) for calculating the accumulative
weights at each state. Since the a for the states at time zero are pre-defined, NQ fonvard
recursions are required. The same number applies to the backward recursion. As there are

M paths entering or leaving a state, to calculate one specific a or p, the summation has M
terms which means M-1addition operations. Also, each term involves one multiplication.
On the other hand, an intermediate variable a is defined for APP calculation as given in
(3.18). In order to save memory space, a direct substitution of (3.17) to the APP calculation cm be assumed The summation of the denominator has a total of QM terms ami,

in a state
M :number of possible
symbols
N :number of symbols
transmitted

Figwc 4.18 A typicai M-ary treilis with length N.

because of the substitution, each term needs two multiplication operations. One can
assume that the value of the numerator is calculated while computing the denominator
because the terms involved are comrnon.
The following table summarizes the above analysis when the MAP algorithm is performed to calculate the APP of al1 the transmitted symbols.
Addition

Multiplication

Division

Memory
required

NQM

0

(N+l )Q

B

N Q W 1)
NQW- 1

NQM

O

APP

NOM- 1)

WQM

MN

W+UQ
MN
1 Z(N+I)Q+MN 1

a

1

Total

1

3NQM-N(1+2Q)

1

4NQM

1

MN

Table 4.1 Summary for the operation and memory requirements of the MAP algorithm.
Both register exchange mode and the new trace back mode SOVAs were developed on
the basis of the standard VA. For this classical method, the algorithm calculates the potential survivor metrics entering a state by

Potential s u ~ v opath
r metric entering the state = Survivor metric h m previous
state + branch metric
and keeps the path with the largest value to be the s u ~ v opath,
r as described in appendix

B. h addition to stonng the s u ~ v ometrics,
r
it is also necessary to reserve memory space
for the suMvor state sequences. As there are M paths entering a state, to determine a new
survivor needs M additions and one maximization to choose the largest value. On the other

hand, suppose that the size of the decision window is 6. For the treliis depicted in figure
4.19, ( N - h l ) sliding windows have to be constmcted. There wül be Q swivors corn-

sponding to the number of States at the end of each window. A decision is made for the
symbol transmitted at the beginning of the window by tracing back the survivor path with
the largest metnc. This implies another manllnization hnction which takes Q values. The

trace back operation cm be treated as a fom of table look up and it is assumed to be easy
to implement. Another advantage of using the sliding window VA is the reduction in

memory space required because memory locations cm be reused. The following sumrnary
is established.
Memory
required

Addition

Max.
function

SuMvor update

NQM

NQ (on M
values)

Survivor metric

2Q

Sliding window

O

N-&L (on
Q values)

S u ~ v ostate
r
sequence

(&l)Q

Tabk 4.2 Sumrnary for the operation and memory requirements for the standard VA.
The simpüfied V-SOVA is considered here. As stated in appendix B, it is necessary to

store the M path medcs entenng a state to reflect the probabilities of symbols at time (k-

L). The algorithm proceeds in the sarne way as the standard VA. Once the best survivor at
the end of the window is decided, symbol probabilities at time (k-6)are cdculated by
evaluating equations (8.3) and (8.4). They take M exponentiations, M-1 additions and one
division. The sarne number of operations is needed for the symbols transmitted at other
thne slots. The extra number of operations and memones required for V-SOVAare as foC

lows:

Probability
calculation

Addition

Division

Exp.

N(M- 1)

MN

MN

Memory
required

Robability
stored at
each state

APP

(&l)QM

MN

Table 4.3 Surnmary for the operation and memory requirement for the ILSOVA.

FiiaUy. the new trace back version of SOVA is considered. At each state. once the survivor metric is decided it calculates and stores the difference, A, between the sprvivor and
non-survivor mehics. This process takes M-1subtractions and memory locations. The
aigorithm foilows the standard VA by selecting the survivor paih with the largest metnc at
the end of a window and examines the discaràed paths dong this survivor. As many as

(M-1)6 paths are chosen. Evaluating the probabdity for each of them by using (4.5) and
(4.6) involves one subtraction and an exponentiation. Next, cornputhg the APP at a dis-

crete time slot based on this set of paths h m (4.7) involves M divisions, one for each different symbol, and (M-1)6additions. The above information is surnrnarized in table 4.4.
,

Addition

Submction

kp*

Division

A cdcuhtion

O

N Q W - 1)

0

O

End of window probabil1 ity caiculation 1

[(M-1)q
(No& 1)

[(Mo116)

KM-1 )& 11

Memory
required

A

(mQ(M-1)
I

(N-& 1)

( N - 6 t 1)

I

I

MN
I

MN

APP

II

I

I

Table 4.4 Summary for the operation and memory requirement for the trace back SOVA.

Notice that the numerical operations shown in the previous tables involve mostly Boating point numbers. Actually double precision is preferable for the MAP aigorithm to

reduce the risk of singularity. In order to make a fair comparison, a standard has to be cho-

sen to describe how complicated an operation is. For a popular general purpose digitaI signal processor (DSP)such as the TMS320C6000,the number of cycles required for

addition and subtraction are the same. Assume that they require one operation unit With
reference to [47], the complexity of multiplication and division are about two tirnes and
three times that of addition, respectively. When it cornes to exponential and maximization
hinctions, the numerical complexity depends on how they are realized in software since
they are not built-in functions of the DSP chip. The exponential function can be expressed

equîvalently in a power series and evaluated by summing a fixed number of tenns. It can
be assumed to be roughly ten times as complicated as an addition [48]. Conside~g
maxi-

mization, the aim is to find the path metric which has the largest value and thus die task is

a liale more involved thanjust &cihg the maximum value fiom a set of numbers. Its cornplexity relates to the number of metrics to be compared as wefl. To find the maximum

value from a set of J values, the process takes roughiy k J equivalent addition operations
where k is less than unity [48]. Here the author boldly assumes that the more difficult oper-

ation considered here needs 2.l equivalent operation units.
Combined with the above assumptions, the memones and numerical operations
required for the t h e channel equalization techniques are obtained and shown in table 4.5.
The two types of SOVA that appear in the table have already incorporated the use of the
conventional VA.
operation units
11NQM+3MNNN(1+2Q)

MAP algorithm

3NQM+14MN+
(N-6+lj2Q-N

Register exchange
SOVA
Trace back SOVA

(lm
126+10+2Q)(N-6+1)
+4NQM-NQ+3 MN

Table 4 5 Numerical operation and memory requirements for he three techniques.

To compare the algorithms, first examine the column of the memory usage. Observe
that the last term MN is the sme. Assurning that 6 u N, then it is obvious that the MAP
aigorithm takes a lot more memory space. The trace back SOVA takes less memory
because, as 6 is usually larger than M, (6M+M+2)Q should have a smaller value than

(6+3+6M)Q. However, the difference is only marginal.
It is hard to say which aigorithm needs more numencal operations just by reading the

entries of the table. Wlth 6 N, it is reasonable to assume that (N- 6 + 1) = N. Also, let
the maximum delay chosen in the VA be Q such that 6 S Q . Under these assumptions, the
entries of the two SOVA become
Register exchange SOVA

:3NQM+14MN+UVQ-N

Trace back SOVA

:16NQM-1lQN+lON+3MN.

(4.8)

An easier way to make the cornparison is to look at the coefficient of NQM because the
other terms are less important Unexpectedly, the trace back SOVA involves the largest

number of operations, the next one is the MAP algorithm and the register exchange SOVA
needs the least. The reason is that to arrive at (4.8), 6 is substituted by Q for the extreme
case. Recd that the decision delay shouid not be kept too large or small in order to

achieve a good emw pedormance when reaüzing the trace back SOVA. Having a large 6

will lead to both a bad error performance and an unreasonably high complexity. In the
simulation, 6 is chosen to be approximately 1/5 (say 1/4 for the ease of calculation) of Q.
Under this circumstance, the number of operations is
Trace back SOVA

:7NQM-2QN+lON+3MN.

(4.8)

The number of operation units required is still more than that of the other version of
SOVA but it has k e n sigaificantiy reduced. Now the MAP algorithm needs more numerical operations than the others.
Afier the complexity and performance analysis, one may be at a position to answer the
question of which channel equalization technique is the best. It is completely dependent
on the design specification. If complexity and memory size are not a concem, the MAP

algorithm is the best candidate because it can provide the best performance. If a high
speed receiver is desired. the ordinary register exchange mode V-SOVA can be employed
since it needs the lest number of numerical operations. If memory space is strictly ümited. the newly developed trace back SOVA should be considered.

In this chapter another detection criterion MAP-SEwhich minimizes the probability of
sequence e m r has been studied. One tool to achieve such cnterion is the VA, which traditionally delivers hard-output only. In order to achieve a better emr performance, the idea
of SOVA was introduced. An effort has been made to extend the trace back mode of this
algorithm so that it can handle the M a y trellis. This new trace back SOVA and the ordi-

nary register exchange SOVA were al1 simulated and the results have shown that they are
equivalent In a slow fading channel their performances are not far h m the MAP algorithm. Therefore they can serve as very good substitutes for the MAP algorithm. Under a

higher fading rate, the situation becomes worse. Even if five iterations are c&d

out for

either SOVA receiver, it still Carnot achieve an error performance as good as the first iteration of the MAP algorithm. In this circumstance. using these rnethods for detection is not
recommended in t e m of the e m r performance mesure.
The system complexity is also examined for channel equalization under these three

detection methods. It hims out that the MAP algorithm is, as expected, the most complicated one because it needs more memory and more numerical operations. The newly
developed trace back SOVA is the second in numerical operations and last in memory size
required. For good e m r performance, the MAP algorithm is the best choice. When
numencal complexity is the major concem, the ordinary register exchange SOVA should
be used because it is roughly four times l e s complicated than the MAP algorithm and two

times less than the trace back SOVA. If the amount of memory is very tight and the programmer does not want a rnixed mode iterative receiver, the trace back mode is the one to

be chosen.

Chapter 5

Conclusions and Suggestions for Further Study
5.1 Conclusions
In this thesis. the problem of detecting QPSK signals transrnitted over wireless frequency non-selective fading charnels has been investigated. Both maximum a posteriori
probability symbol-by-symbol detection (MM-SS) and maximum a posteriori sequence
estimation (MAP-SE) are chosen as the criteria for optimality. Specifically two systems.
namely uncoded and coded with intedeaving, are considered. Receivers for each of them
were designed and an iterativejoint demodulation and decoding strategy was also studied.
For the uncoded system, channel demodulation was done by Bah1 et al's MAP dg*
rithrn (under the criterion of MAP-SS) and by the VA (under the criterion of MM-SE).

Simulation results in chapters 3 and 4 show that the error performances obtained are the
same which implies that detection under the two cnteria are equivaient. It is advisable to
use VA in this situation because the VA is simpler than the MAP algondun.
For an interleaved coded system. the complexity of the receiver is usually unreasonably high due to the interleaving structure and a suboptimal but practical two stage receiver
is employed. The first stage is the channel demodulator and the second stage is the
decoder. It is preferable for the first stage to pass soft information to the decoder because
of higher error correction capabilities. In chapter 4 it is shown that when the demodulator
uses hard-output VA, the e m r performance is significantly worse than with the soft-output
MAP algorith. The fading rate also affects the performance. As demonsüated in chapter

3. for a slowly changing channel with a fading rate of 0.0 1, the MAP receiver exhibits a
system degraâation of about 2 dB when compared with a receiver having ideal channel
information. As much as 4 dB difference is observed when the fading rate increases to
0.05. which is considered to be relatively fast. Increasing the block length helps to reduces

these numbers because a larger block length usually implies a better interleaving scheme.

AU the enor performances are measured at a BER of 10?
Nevenheless, the MAP algorithm is highly complicated and it is easy to encounter a
singularity problem. In view of this, it was replaced by the soft-output Viterbi algorithm
(SOVA) in chapter 4. Hoeher's register exchange V-SOVA was implemented. Simulation

nsults showed that, cornpared to the MAP receiver, the performance of the SOVA
receiver degrades only 0.5 dB in slow fading but the difference becomes 2.5 dB in fast

faâing. Thus, SOVA cm be a good substinite for the MAP algorithm in slow fading but
not in fast fading.
nie e m r performance can be improved by iterative processing since the fkst stage
channel demodulation cm benefit the coding structure. To achieve this, the decoder must
have the SIS0 feature to deliver soft-outputs for the coded bits. The MAP algorithm has

no problem in fulfilling this job. For the SOVA receiver, the trace back mode SOVA needs
io be used. Consequentiy, the receiver becomes mixed mode. Simulation results showed

that the difference between the SOVA receiver and the MAP receiver in slow fading is
only O. 1 dB after one iteration. However, in fast fading, even if as many as five iterations
are carried out on the SOVA receiver, the performance is still worse than the MAP
receiver which iterates once. Even if iteration is carried out, the SOVA receiver is not recommended in the fast fading channel.

In view of the fact that the SOVA receiver has a mixed mode structure, an alternative
approach to extract soft-outputs was given in chapter 4. This method combines the ideas
of LVA and trace back SOVA and can deliver sofi information for both information symbols and coded bits. Simulation results showed that the nceiver with this new algorithm
and the mixed mode SOVA receiver has practically the same error performance.

Fially, the cornplexity of the MAP algorithrn, register exchange and the newly proposed SOVA was evaluated. By using the specifications of a particular DSP board, it was

found that the simplified register exchange V-SOVA is the least complicated algorithm,
followed by the newly presented method. The MAP algorithrn needs the largest number of
numerical operations. For memory usage, the new approach needs the least amount of
memory, followed by vSOVA. The MAP aigondun is again ranked 1 s t in this department h m this analysis, one can claim that the MAP algorithm is the most complicated

method. The wSOVA is the fastest but needs marginally more memory size than the new
technique. The design specifications: error performance, speed and available memory
space, would decide wbich algorithm should be used.

5.2 Suggestions for Further Shidy
In this thesis, the presented SOVA operates only in fading channels. In order to cornplete the analysis of its usage, it is a good idea to look at its performance in an AWGN
channel or possibly other channels as well. On the other hand, it may be possible to further
improve this version of SOVA. By looking at equation (4.7), it is obvious that the denominator, which is essentially a norrnalization factor, takes only the probabilities of the paths
dong the best survivor into account, This may not be a very good norrnalization.

An alternative norrnalization method is presented in the following. Assume that the
aggregated path metric for ail paths within the trellis, A, is calculated as the VA proceeds.
This is not difficult to do and needs only one extra memory space. As stated in chapter 4,
there are @' different paths within a window of size 6+1. A is then the total metric for

dl these paths. At the end of a window, the algorithm can proceed as stated in chapter 4 to
choose the set of paths for the APP approximation. Using the notation in section 4.3.1,
each chosen path has a meüic of Tp where p is the path index and
O Sp I

(M- 1)(6 + 1) .The total metric for al1 these [(M-I)(&l)+l] "selected paths" is
( M -1) (6+ 1)

Q =

Ç

r,.

p=O

Since there are flldifferent paths within a window, the difference between A and 8 is
therefore the total metric for the ''non-selected paths" is
b, = A - e *

Now assume that these "non-selected pathsT'are equally likely. Then each of them has a
metric of

where H = A#+ l - [ (M- 1) (6 + 1)

+ 11 is the total number of "non-selected paths".

Since the set of the "selected paths" bas only [(M-1)(6+1)+1
members,
]
in generai this is a

s

d nurnber cornpared with A&'.

Thus, it is reasonable to assume that, among those H

"non-selecteb' paths, the number of occurrences for each M-ary symbol at timej-6 with
nference to figure 4.15(a)is the same. Based on this assumption, within the set of "non-

.. -

selected paths" a symbol q, q E {O, 1, .M 1) ,will appear
selected path" has metnc Q =

H times. As each "nonM

-H' then based on al1 the above, somewhat speculative

assertions, equation (4.7) can be rewritten as

In the above equation, the numerator includes the

H "non-selected paths" which have a
M

specific symbol q at tune j-6. The denorninator, which is the normalization factor, takes
into account the metrics of the "non-selected paths". Notice that in this suggested change,
one more exponential function and several divisions are requued. Hence, this will lead to

an even more complicated algorithm but it is worth studying to see if the performance
improves significantly.
Final! y, in [57] a method, incorporated with the VA was presented, to find the K best
unmerged paths within a trellis. The advantage to finding unmerged paths is that it ensures
those paths to have a different symbol at each time interval, which is an idea similar to VSOVA. Soft-outputs can also be extracted from these unmerged path meûics. However,
this method is too complicated for a trellis with many States and thus it is impractical. It is
still worthwhile to set up a toy example of a small trellis and measure its performance. It
rnaybe interesting to compare this method to the MAP algorithrn, SOVA and possibly sub-

optimum MAP algorithm [39] in terrns of the error performance.

Bahi et al's MAP Algorithm
The symbol-by-symbol MAP algorithm introduced by Bah1 et al in [3] is an optimal

detection meihod to minimize the probability of symboVbit error. The aigorithm provides

a solution to the problem of calculating the a posteriori probabilities (APPs) of states and
symbols which cause state transitions of a Markov process. A Markov source cm be characterized by a treilis structure. Figure A.1 gives a simple example of a trellis diagram
Basically, if the APP of a state at a particular time is to be computed, al1 paths that pass
through this given state have to be considered. The MAP algorithm provides an efficient
solution to such a problem.

k :tirne index
m :statc index

Figure A.1 Sample treliis diagrun of a Markov process.
Suppose that vector

= {y l, y*, ...,yN) is the sequence of sufficient statistics

obtained a i the output of a noisy chamel and the vector

f l = {xl,x2, ...,xN} is the

input sequence. Conventionally, Xj denotes the symbol which causes a state transition
between states

sj-1 and si.The aims of the algorithm are to find the APPs of the states and

N

the state transitions by examinhg Y1 ,i.e.

Instead of looking at conditional probabiiities, consider the joint probabiiities

Once the joint pmbabiüties are found. calculation of the conditional pmbibilities are
straightforward.
Consider the first term of (A.2). It c m be written as

k

where ak(m) = P r {sk = m;Yl } and

N
Bk ( m )= P r {Yk+

= m ) .The rniddle eguality

follows from the Markov property. ak(m)and &(m) can be expressed as

and

m'

=O

when M is the total number of States in the trellis at a specific tirne.

Define y&(m', m) = Pr {sk = m;yklsk- = m') .Then the above two equations can

be rewritten as
M-1

and

m' = O

which are in recursive form. In order to start the recursions, a set of initialized values must

be predefined for %(m) and pN(m) with O S m IM

- 1 .Suppose the trellis starts and ends

at state "O", as shown in figure A. 1. The boundary conditions for the recursions are
a0(O) = 1 and a. ( m ) = 0 V m + O and

(A.@

On the other hand, the value of yk (m', m ) depends on the charnel mode1 and it is
assumed to be computable. The bundary conditions, plus the availability of y, ailow one
to find al1 the a and P.

Now consider the second term of (A.2), which represents the joint state transition
probability.

= ak(ml,m) .

(A.@

This joint probability can be computed by the product of three terms which have been

defined previously. n i e APPs of each input alphabet XI, x2, ... ,XN c m be found by considering the above joint probability. Assume that A is the set of transitions
sk-, = m' + sk = m where the s p b o l corresponding to such a transition is q. Then

(m', m )

E

A

N
N
which can be normalized by Pr { YI } to give Pr { x k = ql YI ) .Cdculating these proba-

bilities allows one to make a decision on symbol xk. As a summary, the Bah1 et al's MAP
algorithm uses two recursive formulae to find the probabilities of states and transition of
states by observing the received sequence. The latter term in mm helps to calculate the

APPs of each transmitted symbol. A decision based on the APPs will give the minimum
probability of symbol emr.

Viterbi Algorithm
The Viterbi algorithm (VA) was proposed initially as a detection rnethod to miaimize
the probability of sequence emr for convolutional codes [49]. In a more general fom, the
VA c m be viewed as a solution to the problem of maximum n posteriori probability estimation of the state sequence for a finite state discrete time Markov process observed in
memoryless noise [14]. By using the notation in chapter 4.1, the problem is to find the

+

+

state sequence, S , which maximizes Pr {SIS} or equivalently

($, 2) .From qua-

tions (4.1) to (4.3), the problem statement is equivalent to finding the state sequence that
maxirnizes

,

where kk(sk- ,sk) corresponds to the state transition between sk-1 and sk It is called
"branch metric" and is also analogous to yk (ni', m ) in appendix A.
Denote $ as a state sequence or path which resides in the trellis depicted in figure
A. 1.

4 can also be written as (so,si,...,sir} which represents a path segment starting at

so and ending at sk Correspondingto this particular path segment, the accumulated branch
metric can be expressed mathematically as

where AÏ(s~-~,s~)
is the metric of the bmch which joins the constituent States sj-1 and sj of

6.As shown in the trellis diagram, there are M possible paths (M=3 in this example)

entering a state 4for 2 S k S N - 1 .Observe that, if the complete state sequence which

maximizes (B.1) passes through a specific 4 then it must hegin with the path segment
having the largest accumulated metric arnoag those M paths, as Uustrated in figure!B. 1.
Thus, the algorithm processes the accumulated metrics by comparing the metncs of all

paths entering each state and storing the path with the largest metric (called the survivor)
together with its metric [29]. Assume there are Q States in total at a given time within the
tnîiis. Then, at any t h e index k, there will be Q survivor paths. Each terminates at a ds

ferent state and has its own survivor metric.

C;. :Accumulated rnetnc of path
i entenng state sk
Suppose TI is the largest among

path 2

Ts,then the survivor path is
path 1 and the algorithm stores
this path and rl.

Figure B.l Deciding the survivor path h m the M paths entering a state.
A summary of the algorithm is

Storage:

k

:time index
S;

:s u ~ v ostate
r sequence terminating in sk

T(s:)

:aîcumulated survivor rnetric temiinating in sx.

Initiakation:

With reference to the trellis of figure Al,

k=O;

T (so= O ) = O

and

T (so= m) = --, V m + O .

Recursion:
For each state 4at k 2 1,

',s i )

calculate T($

=

r($

') + A(st - I, st)

for d l possible paths

entering the given state;
assign

=

Qpczths

{r($l,

rk)],

store thisvalueandthecom-

sponding survivor sequence;
increment k by 1 until k = N.
Instead of stoing the entire survivor path vector $ ,an alternative is to store, at the
present state, the previous state of the survivor path. There is virtually no difference
between the two storage schemes.

For a very long trellis, it is necessary to tnincate the survivors to a reasonable length 6
which is refemd to as the window size. One possible method is to have the algorihm

making a decision on the state sequence at time k-6 by tracing back the swivor path with

the globally best metric at tirne k. By choosing 6 to be large enough, al1 Q survivors paths
will merge when looking back and the effect of this windowing operation is negligible.

B.l M-ary SOVA (Register Exchange Mode)
The VA described above delivers the most likely state sequence within a trellis. If the
state transitions are due to some input symbols (which is usually the case), this path also
represents the estimated input sequence of symbols after observing the channel output.
Hagenauer and Hoeher considered binary sequences and modified the VA to generate not
only the most likely path, but also a value reflecting the reliability of the decision [IB].
This modified mediod, which is usually called the soft-output Viterbi algorithm (SOVA),

can be implemented in register exchange mode or trace back mode. This section presents
the register exchange mode SOVA for an M-ary treliis that is described in (241.

State
0

0-0

3

0

...S..

O

k-6

'l

Beginning of
a window
Fipre B.2 A four-state trelüs with memory L = 1 and M = 4 transitions per state.

An exarnple of an M-ary trellis is shown in figure B.2. At time k, there are M paths
entering state sk and each path x, 1 S x S M ,is extended ffom a different previous state
sk-1.

For each of these paths, the classical VA adds the branch metric Â(sk+ sk)to the pre-

nous accumulated metric as described in the last section. Denote the accumulated path

metric entering this particular state, sb as Tx(sk)where the superscript is the index of the

p h . Each path has a probability given by:
Prob {path x)

a

e

fw

x = 1,2,

.-.,M.

03.3)

Consider only these paths. The probability of j-th symbol Ai has probability

Pro6 {path x)
Prob {Aj= q ) = "-

x ~ r o {path
b
x)
vx

where q is one of the possible M-ary alphabets transmitted at time j and C is the set of

paths which contains the symbol q at that time. Define "relevant range" as the range

where, when tracing dong the paths entering sb the symbols on these paths are different

within this range. The relevant range for sk as s h o w in figure B.2 is the symbol pend
between time k-6, to k. The symbols Ai, (k - 6,

+ 1) 5j S k, are termed "relevant sym-

bols".
Of the M paths coming into siate sb the classic VA chooses a survivor path. Assume
the suMvor which enters sk is extended €tom a specific previous state sk-

.ASequation

(8.4) has also been evaluated for this previous state, the previously calculated probability

-,has a tirne indexj between (k-6, + 1) and

Prob { A j ) for symbols Ai stored in sk

(k - 1) .The SOVA proposes a recursive update for the relevant symbols by

where the last term is the probability cdculated by (8.4) at state sk.
'Ibis updating procedure has to be perfonned within the relevant range of sk for every

relevant symbol. Normalization is required to get the sum of updated probabilities back to
unity. Outside the range, the algorithm proceeds with

n u s , for every state, a memory space has to be reserved no<only for the s u ~ v ostate
r
sequence and meüic, but also for the probabilities of d l the previously transrnitted symbols. The surnmary of the entire algorithm is given as follows:

(a) Storage at each state:

(b) For each state 4,
determine survivor and sk- ;
initialize Prob { A k ) at this particula.state to be equally likely.
For dl paths x = ( 1.2,

...,M),

for the relevant range (indexedj),

for each relevant syrnbol Ai = {O, 1, ...,M-11,
compute and update the stored probabilities according to

(B3.
for the "ineevant range",
copy the stored probabilities for the previous s d v o r .
(c) At the end of window,

find the survivor with maximum metric.
find the hard-output of AM fiom this survivor;
find the soft-output of Prob {Ak-

which corresponds to this swivor.

The algorithrn described above is too complex to implement in full. Two reduced cornplexity modifications are given below.
r
going into each state in descending order, the
(a) By ranking the s u ~ v ometncs
update for the relevant range at each time is done ody for the best P (P S Q)
states instead of al1 states. One special case is P = 1. Under this situation, this
less complex method is referred to as H-SOVA ("one dimensional horizontal
upàate").
(b) The second approach is to update only inside a fixed maximum update window

6 1 5 6,s 6,. Of special interest is 6, = 1. For this special case, the
of length ,
probability calculadon is canied out on the symbol interval [(k-L-l),k-LI
and no
further update is needed. As each state in the trellis is of the shift register type,
the symbols on the M paths entering state sk always differ at this panicular time
dot Consequently, Prob {Aj= q ) for al1 possible q in (B.4) will be non-zero.
This results in preserving the soft information of symbols, no matter how small.
Furthemore, the number of numefical calculations is greatly reduced because
no update is needed. Instead of storing probabilities, the algorithrn can store the

M paths meorics at each time because they are also a measure of probabilities.
Robability conversion will be made oniy for the globally best swivor at the
end of a window, thus reducing the computation needed to evaluate the e x p
nential function. This version is known as V-SOVA ("one dimensional vertical

update").

B.2 Binary SOVA (Tkace Bock Mode)
Unlike the method described above, the trace back mode was designed to work on a
binary trellis only. The reason is because this method operates on the log-iikelihood ratio

(LLR) that is to be defined and requires special algebraic niles which work on elements in
a binary field.
Consider a binary element u which may take a value of O or 1 and is also a member of

GF(2) that obeys modulo-2 algebra. Define the log-ükelihood ratio L(u) as in (3.22). viz

N

Suppose vector YI is some observation €rom ihe output of a noisy channel. the condi-

tional LLR is given by

It i î worth to mention that the rign of L ( U ( Y:)

gives the hard decision and its magnitude

reflects the reliability of this decision. In addition. definition for some special algebraic
operations on U R are needed. Define

as the addition operation with

L(u*)El L(u*) = L(ulO u2)

(B-9)

and

L(u) El 0 = L(u)
L(u) El -0 = -L(u)

L(u) 0 = 0

(B. 1O)

where O is modulo-2 addition operation. As given in [20], the LLR of the sum of K independent ÿ is

Now one is in a position to discuss the algorith. It proceeds h the wuai way as ihe
classical VA. Other than the swivor sequence and metric, it also stores the diffe~iw~ce
in
rneaics between the survivor and the discarded path entenng a state. Figure B.3 shows a

binary trellis at the end of a decision window.The globally bcst path is drawn with a
dashed line and from this path the VA obtains the bit hard decision uj-8. Also dong uiis

path a total of &I non-survivor paths with indexes t = 0,1, ..., 6 have been discarded. n i e
difference between the meûics is labelled A*.If the bit of t-th non-survivor path ui- ô at
tirnej-6 equals uj+, no bit e m r will be made if the decision is made h m this path and the
reliability of the decision is W . However, there is a possibility of king in error if they are
different. Under this churnstance the reliability value is set to A'. Hence

" if

u ; . - ~=

Uj-8

for t = O,

otherwise

...,6

(B. 12)

where e ' is the reliability vdue for path t. Assume that the random variable e 'is statistically independent with respect to index t. In [17], it is claimed that the value of nliability
or the soft-output is

=-(2 uj-ô

- 1) .min (L(uj) ( .
m.

.a.

(B.13)

S

Thus, in addition to the hard output given by the classical VA, die reliability of the deci-

sions is also obtained. This piece of soft information cm be treated as the estimated APP

of bit uj-5 when converthg the U R back into a probabilïty. This completes the discussion
of SOVA.

. - - - - - . globally best survivor path at the

-

end of window
non-survivor paths
the r-th non-survivor path

Figure B 3 Example trellis window of length (hl)for derivation of trace back SOVA.

Precaution for the MAP Algorithm
Direct implementation of the MAP algorithm has a risk of a singularity problem, i.e.
ruming into the situation of 0/0. The risk is particularly high when the data sequence has a
large block length, N. This appendix provides a feasible solution to reduce the possibility
of encountering this difficulty.

The material discussed here focuses on the forward recursion equation but the sarne
analogy applies to the backward recursion. Rewrite (3.15) as

where k is the time index running fiom O to N- 1, m and m' represent the state index. Let M

be the number of possible transmitted symbols and L be the number of symbols which
define a state. Then O S m. m' 5 Q when Q = M

L

-1.

Suppose al1 y, are very small but they still can be described with some precision. This

is actuaily the case encountered in this thesis. Then there exists a sufficiently large k such
that ak becorne very srnall and even using "double precision" in the cornputer simulation
cannot describe the values precisely. Consequently these values are forced to zero and
underfiow error occurs. A blind substitution of equation (3.18) for APP calculation results
in 010 and numerical error.
A straightforward solution to ihis problem is to enlarge the values of yk by multiplying

them with a fixed constant. Such a solution is not recommended because the yk depend
heavily on the sufficient statistics obtained h m a random charnel. When a large number

of data blocks are transmitted it is hard to assign an adaptive multiplicative constant as
mentioned.
For the proposed solution. assume the foilowlng:

Assumption: For 1 5 k IN, there exists at least one y, (m', m ) whose value is
larger than zero and can be d e d b e d with some degree of precision.

Such an wumption is important because, if for some k, ali yk go to zero, so will the uk and
the singularity problem persists.

Fit, explore the akstepby-step starting with k = 0.

Assume the following numerical values are obtained:

For the exponent and mantissa, the subscnpt refers to the time index and the
superscript denotes the state index.
Define set SIto be

and let xl = min ( SI1. Compute

for al1 ni. This completes the caiculation at this tirne index.
k = 1: Instead of using the original formula, create a new relationship sirnilar to ak

based on the function

6

After evaluating this equation, suppose the following numencal values are
obtained:

O

1

Just like the case when Ml, let S2 = {b,, b,,

...,b,)Q

and x2 = min ( S2 ).

Calculate

a; (ml =

(nt) IO-".

With all the above definitions, az(m) can be found to be

If the same procedure is repeated, the foliowing relationship can be obtained
k

a , ( m ) = 10"'

q(m)

for k > O

.

C.7)

A shilar relationship can be found for the backward recursion equation if the sarne steps

are followed. Then,

(C.8)
where yj ha^ the s m e role as xi. In order to compute the APP, equation (3. 18) has to be
considered

where D is the set of state transition at time k correspondingto the alphabet q. Substituting

equations (3.17), (C.7) and (C.8) gives

(C. 10)

Hence. storing à and B can lead to the sarne solution. The advantage of storing in this
format is that exponential powers of the values have k e n reduced at each storage. which
reduces the threat of an underflow error and the risk of a singularity problern in the APP
calculation. The side effect is an increase in numerical complexity as routines involving an
exponential power finder and maximum value selector have to be added. The steps for the
solution for the forward recursion can be summarized as:

Initidization:
k=0;

Foreachk, 1 C k I N ,

use (C.3) to calculate A, ( m ) ;
findxk which is the smallest exponent among d l AL ( m ) ;

scale kt (m)into
Use

6 in APP calculation.

( m ) as in (C.4) and store the results.
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